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As  whistleblowers  and  documents  continue  to  destroy  the
narrative surrounding the alleged chemical weapons attack in
Douma, Syria last year, it is becoming increasingly apparent
that this false flag event has been exposed. This week on The
Corbett  Report  podcast,  James  goes  through  the  remarkable
timeline of the Douma hoax and breaks the spell that the
propagandists have sought to cast on the public.

 

https://youtu.be/70OQBZcEnTA

Watch this video on BitChute / Minds.com / YouTube or Download
the mp4

 

SHOW NOTES

Colin Powell’s Presentation to the UN Security Council On
Iraq’s WMD Program

Cutting through media propaganda on the battle for Syria’s
Eastern Ghouta
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Syria crisis: Saudi Arabia to spend millions to train Jaysh
al-Islam terrorists

Young children treated in suspected chemical attack in Douma,
Syria

Trump blames “animal Assad” for atrocity

United  States  Assessment  of  the  Assad  Regime’s  Chemical
Weapons Use

U.S. and allies warn Syria of more missile strikes if chemical
attacks used again

Statement by President Trump on Syria

The search for truth in the rubble of Douma – and one doctor’s
doubts over the chemical attack

OPCW interim report (July 2018)

BBC producer: Footage of 2018 Douma chemical attack fabricated

OPCW final report (March 2019)

Leaked Engineering Assessment

Leaked OPCW Report Raises New Questions About 2018 Chemical
Attack in Douma, Syria

OPCW internal communique on leak

Panel  Criticizes  ‘Unacceptable  Practices’  in  the  OPCW’s
investigation of the Alleged Chemical Attack in Douma, Syria
on April 7th 2018

The  OPCW  and  Douma:  Chemical  Weapons  Watchdog  Accused  of
Evidence-Tampering by Its Own Inspectors

Jonathan Steele on BBC

Leaked internal OPCW email
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PETER HITCHENS: My secret meeting with mole at the heart of
The Great Poison Gas Scandal

Theodore Postol on PushBack

Chemical  weapons  watchdog  OPCW  defends  Syria  report  as
whistleblower claims bias

7 (Bellingcat) Emails And Reading Comprehension: OPCW Douma
Coverage Misses Crucial Facts

Narrative Managers Faceplant In Hilarious OPCW Scandal Spin
Job

Fox News interview with Tucker Carlson

Bellingcat or Guard Dog for the Establishment?

Douma Videos and Photos analysis by Steven McItnyre

How the OPCW’s investigation of the Douma incident was nobbled

Ole Dammegard: Connecting the
Dots — NATO on the Brink of
Implosion
Below you will find two brief “alert” interviews with Ole
Dammegard regarding unfolding events surrounding the  global
deep  state’s  terror  operations  and  the  New  World  Order
agenda.
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Ole Dammegard: Global NWO machine now broken; connects dots
from JFK to 10/24/2019 Global False Flag

 

 

BREAKING NEWS:

In this dynamic news update, journalist and whistleblower Ole
Dammegard  shows  how  the  Global  False  Flag  machine  is  now
broken following exposure of the planned October 23-24, 2019
Global False Flag, connecting dots from the 11/22/1963 JFK
assassination to 9/11 to the 2008 Economic Crash false flag
op. to the false flag Sinking of the MS Estonia to the false
flag Assassination of Swedish Prime Minister Olaf Palme to the
false flag Stockholm Synthetic Terror attack of April 17,
2017, to the weather warfare false flag California fires, to
the  planned  and  now  exposed  October  23-24,  2019  Global
Synthetic Terror attack on 39 European Cities [vs. London,
Manchester  UK/  BREXIT;  France(vs.  Yellow  Vests)],
Netherlands[to hide role of Bilderberg group in Terror); two
Swedish nuclear plants (blamed on Russia) , and the UN on UN
Day (Oct 24), to Oct 24, 2019 Crisis Meetings of NATO/Gladio,
including  distractions  such  as  the  “assassination”  of  CIA
crisis  actor  “AlBaghdadi”,  the  planned  November  3,  2019
Synthetic Terror attack on Seattle, WA [Next to Vancouver, BC,
International Olympic City], leading to (creating of the One
World Army of the US Armed Forces; NATO; EU Armed forces
combined; censoring the Internet and Free Speech; and imposing
Martial Law, all the foundation infrastructure for the “New
World  Order”  public  order  scheme,  as  enunciated  by  the
Bilderbergers,  and  deeper  Rockefeller  and  Rothschild
interests.

https://newsinsideout.com/2019/10/breaking-news-ole-dammegard-global-nwo-machine-now-broken-connects-dots-from-jfk-to-10-24-2019-global-false-flag/


 

Source:  Jason Goodman’s Crpwdsource the Truth

Is NATO on the Brink of Implosion? Ole Dammegard Calls in on
Skype with an Emergency Warning

 

https://youtu.be/CF_Plw8gGyc
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Straight  from  the  Mouth  of
the  Dissembler-in-Chief:
Something Big Has Happened!
Something Big Has Happened!

by James Corbett
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The Dissembler-in-Chief took to Twitter this past weekend to
let  the  world  know  that  “Something  very  big  has  just
happened!”  We  now  know  that  that  something  was  a  daring
special forces raid that ended in the death of Osama bin
Laden! . . . Or is that Abu Musab al-Zarqawi? Or maybe Abu
Omar al-Baghdadi? No, no, it was Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi! Honest!
We took DNA evidence before we threw him in the sea! Find out
about the unlikely story of Baghdadi’s umpteenth death in this
timely edition of The Corbett Report podcast.

 

https://youtu.be/3Kn9cSbzzyA

 

Watch  this  video
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Trump tweets about “something big”

Time
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President Obama on Death of Osama bin Laden
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President Trump Delivers Remarks

Time
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Trump Approves Special Ops Raid Targeting ISIS Leader Baghdadi, Military Says He’s Dead

Time Reference: 04:09
 

Watching the Baghdadi raid in the Situation Room

Time
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04:14

 

Watching the Osama raid in the Situation Room

Time
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04:19

 

How Commandos Could Quickly Confirm They Got Their Target

Time Reference: 04:25
 

Russian MoD Does Not Have Reliable Information on US Operation in Syria to Neutralize Baghdadi

Time Reference: 05:05
 

Episode 295 – Who Is REALLY Behind ISIS?
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Wikipedia entry on Baghdadi
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ISIS Leader’s Ominous New York Message in Doubt, But US Still on Edge
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Iraq’s ‘al-Qaeda chief’ arrested
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Al Baghdadi’s death: Reports may be true but ISIS is not over

Time Reference: 20:04
 

Isis leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi ‘seriously wounded in air strike’

Time Reference: 20:13
 

Islamic State figures killed in air strike; Baghdadi not believed among them

Time Reference: 20:31
 

ISIS leader Al-Baghdadi killed in US-led air strike

Time
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20:41

 

ISIS leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi reportedly poisoned

Time
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20:53
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Russia claims it may have killed Isis leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi

Time Reference: 21:07
 

Propaganda spin cycle: ‘Syrian Observatory for Human Rights’ is funded by US and UK governments

Time Reference: 21:22
 

ISIS Leader Baghdadi Really Is Dead This Time, Syrian Rights Group Says

Time Reference: 21:55
 

Isis leader Baghdadi dispells rumours he has been killed in airstrike with new message to supporters

Time Reference: 22:06
 

ISIS Already Has a New Leader, But Baghdadi May Not Have Been Running the Group Anyway

Time Reference: 22:55
 

Osama bin Bogeyman? ‘CIA getting rid of old asset’

Time
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23:59
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Human Infection Model
Vaccine Experiment Atrocity: Human Infection Model

by Vera Sharav
October 16, 2019
Source

 

It appears that vaccine manufacturers are ever more impatient
to reap high profits from new vaccines — especially since they
have  entered  into  “public-private”  partnerships  with
governments.  Increasingly,  government  officials  oblige  this
greed-infected industry with laws mandating new vaccines. And
public  health  authorities  around  the  globe  have  become
marketing auxiliaries for vaccine manufacturers.

A report in the Economic Times of India, confirms that the
Indian health ministry is working with the Indian Council of
Medical Research (ICMR), the Department of Biotechnology, and
the Drug Controller General of India (DCGI) as they embark on
a medical atrocity – that is, to conduct clinical trials in
which  human  beings  are  deliberately  infected  with  deadly
diseases  in  order  to  test  the  efficacy  of  experimental
vaccines. The India Infection Research Consortium has named
these experiments: “controlled human infection model (CHIM)”

This “controlled human infection model” is no different than
the medical atrocities committed by the medical establishment
under the Nazi regime.

India’s public health officials declare that the CHIM atrocity
will abide by “high standards of medical ethics.”

Which standards of medical ethics?

The  Nuremberg  Code  is  the  most  important  document  in  the
history of the ethics of medical research.
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3. “The experiment should be so designed and based on the
results  of  animal  experimentation  and  a  knowledge  of  the
natural history of the disease or other problem under study,
that the anticipated results will justify the performance of
the experiment.”

ndia will be hosting a gathering  in November to work on broad
guidelines  for  “controlled  human  infection  model”  (CHIM)
experiments.

The  conference  will  include  an  international  roster  of
researchers  and  regulators.  The  invited  regulators  include
representatives  of  the  U.S.  Food  and  Drug  Administration
(FDA), the European Medicines Agency (EMA), the U.K. Medicines
and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA),  and experts
from  the  World  Health  Organization  (WHO).  They  will  be
collaborating  and  lending  the  veneer  of  legitimacy  to  a
medical atrocity.

The  Basics  of  a  Staged
Bioterror Attack
by Jon Rappoport
October 11, 2019
Source

 

“Imagine  this.  A  big-time  doctor  from  the  US  Biological
Warfare Group waddles into a meeting room, where a collection
of Army, CIA, NSA, and DHS representatives sit quietly in
their chairs. He says: ‘So I understand you boys want to put
on a little domestic bioterror show, to keep the natives from
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becoming too restless. Well, the first thing you need to know
is, germs don’t obey orders. Forget all that sci-fi nonsense.
Germs work and they don’t work. It’s a crapshoot. You could
have a big fat dud on your hands. I can tell you how to make
it work, though, if you give up on your fancy high-tech wet
dreams…” (The Underground, Jon Rappoport)

 

There are future scenarios which, with enough exposure before
they’re staged, can be stopped—or at least analyzed correctly
when they occur.

A calculated bioterror event is one of those.

The  primary  fact  is:  no  matter  what  kind  of  germ  you’re
talking  about  or  where  it  came  from,  releasing  it
intentionally does not guarantee predictable results. Far from
it.

For instance, people whose immune systems operate at different
levels of strength are going to react differently.

The perpetrators may find that less than 2% of people exposed
get sick or die.

But there is another strategy that should be understood:

The use of a germ as a cover story for a chemical.

In other words, there is no germ attack. It’s called a germ
attack, but that’s a lie. The perps bring in researchers to
the affected area, who go on to claim they have isolated a
germ that is the cause of death and illness. It’s a sham. What
really happened was:

The spread of a toxic chemical that can’t be detected, unless
you’re looking for it.

The chemical has severe, deadly, and predictable effects for a



week or two. Then it disperses and loses potency and the
“epidemic” is done.

In some town, a fairly isolated community, the word goes out
that people are suddenly falling ill and dying. The CDC and
the Army are called in to cordon off the area and quarantine
all citizens. A peremptory announcement is made, early on,
that this is a biowar attack.

Major media are allowed outside the periphery. Network news
anchors  set  up  on-location  and  do  their  wall  to  wall
broadcasts  “from  the  scene.”

The entire nation, the entire world, is riveted on the event,
24/7.

People inside the cordon fall ill and die. Reports emerge from
the town:

The networks state that “heroic doctors are taking samples of
blood and the blood is being analyzed to find the germ that is
causing the epidemic.” The DOD confirms over and over that
this is, indeed, a biowar attack.

Human  interest  stories  pile  up.  This  family  lost  three
members,  that  family  lost  everybody.  Tragedy  and  horror
produce  the  desired  empathic  response  from  “the  world
community.”

It’s a soap opera, except real people are dying.

The medical cartel promotes fear of the germ.

All controlling entities obtain their piece of the terrorist
pie.

Finally, the doctors announce they have isolated the germ
causing death in the small town, and researchers are rushing
to develop a vaccine (which they produce in record time).



Everyone everywhere must be vaccinated, now. No choice. Do it
or be quarantined or jailed.

In this declared martial law situation, the doctors are the
heroes. The doctors and the Army. And the government, and even
the media.

Then,  after  a  few  weeks,  when  the  potency  of  the  secret
chemical has dispersed, it’s over.

When  you  think  about  it,  this  scenario  is  a  rough
approximation of what happens every day, all over the world,
in doctor’s offices. The doctors are prescribing chemicals
(drugs) whose effects are far more dangerous than germs that
may (or may not) be causing patients to be ill.

In other words, a chem-war attack is being leveled at people
all over the world all the time.

See Dr. Barbara Starfield (Johns Hopkins School of Public
Health),  July  26,  2000,  Journal  of  the  American  Medical
Association,  “Is  US  health  really  the  best  in  the
world?” 106,000 people in America are killed every year by
FDA-approved medical drugs. That’s over a million people per
decade.

In the wake of a staged “biowar” terror attack, new laws are
enacted. The State clamps down harder on basic freedoms. The
right to travel is curtailed. Criticizing the authorities is
viewed as highly illegal. Freedom of assembly is limited.

“Citizens must cooperate. We’re all in this together.”

A new federal law mandating the CDC schedule of vaccines for
every  child  and  adult—no  exceptions  permitted—is  rushed
through the Congress and signed by the President.

It’s all based on a lie…in the same way that the disease
theory of the medical cartel is based on a lie: the strength
of an individual’s immune system is the basic determinant of
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health or illness, not germs considered in a vacuum.

There are people who are determined to inflate the dangers of
germs. They trumpet every “new” germ as the end of humankind
on  the  planet.  They  especially  sound  the  alarm  when
researchers  claim  a  germ  may  have  mutated  or  jumped  from
animals to humans.

“This is it! We’re done for!”

However, if you check into actual confirmed cases of death
from recent so-called epidemics, such as West Nile, SARS, bird
flu,  Swine  Flu,  and  Ebola,  the  numbers  of  deaths  are
incredibly  low.

If political criminals, behind the scenes, wanted to stage a
confined “biowar” event, they would choose a chemical, not a
germ,  and  they  would  leverage  such  an  event  to  curtail
freedom.

Understand: researchers behind sealed doors in labs can claim,
with unassailable ease, that they’ve found a germ that causes
an outbreak. Almost no one challenges such an assertion.

This was the case, for example, with the vaunted SARS epidemic
(a dud), in 2003, when 10 World Health Organization (WHO)
labs, walled off from view, in communication with each other
via closed circuit, announced they’d isolated a coronavirus as
the culprit.

Later,  in  Canada,  a  WHO  microbiologist,  Frank  Plummer,
wandered off the reservation and told reporters he was puzzled
by  the  fact  that  fewer  and  fewer  SARS  patients  “had  the
coronavirus.” This was tantamount to confessing that the whole
research effort had been a failure and a sham—but after a day
or so of coverage, the press fell silent.

SARS was a nonsensical farce. Diagnosed patients had ordinary
seasonal flu or a collection of familiar symptoms that could



result from many different causes.

But the propaganda effort was a stunning success. Populations
were frightened. The need for vaccines, in the public mind,
was exacerbated.

Several years ago, I spoke with a biologist about the fake
bioterror scenario I’ve sketched out above. His comment was:
“Do you think any mainstream scientist would dare go into that
cordoned-off town and actually check the area for a highly
toxic chemical? He’d be blackballed, exiled, and discredited
in a minute. The authorities would call him crazy. And that’s
if he were lucky.”

Such  is  “science,”  these  days.  A  researcher  can  discover
anything he wants to, if it’s approved. Otherwise, the door is
closed.

After  30  years  of  covering  and  reporting  on  deep  science
fraud,  I  can  tell  you  that  most  scientists  know,  without
instructions from above, the dimensions of their “permitted
territory.” They can sniff out career danger from a mile away.

GMOs?  Roundup?  Other  toxic  pesticides?  Climate  change?
Vaccines?  Medical  drugs?  Diagnostic  medical  tests?  Actual
environmental  pollution?  Mercury?  Chemicals  in  food?
Radiation? Nuclear power plants? Fracking? Fluorides? On these
and a whole host of other issues, government is centrally
involved as a ruling force. And there are armies of compliant
scientists ready and willing to carry out preferred government
(and corporate) dictates. These scientists already know the
answers before the questions are even asked.

Meanwhile, propaganda rivers flow, extolling the glories of
science.

It’s a dream situation, for the terminally corrupt.

A huge number of scientists, who don’t actually participate in



research  fraud,  stand  back  and  watch  it  happen  and  say
nothing. They see the handwriting on the wall in very large
letters.

In 1988, while writing my first book, AIDS INC., I interviewed
a highly respected virologist at a US university. I mentioned
that several molecular biologists were challenging the HIV-
causation hypothesis of AIDS. He told me that he and a number
of his colleagues were aware that “a serious problem” existed
concerning evidence for the hypothesis, but they were all
going to “let this one go.” It was too political, he said.

Yes,  well,  an  enormous  amount  of  science  turns  out  to
be  political.

Keeping one’s head down and letting things go by may not be
part  of  a  PhD  curriculum,  but  soon  after  school  is  out,
researchers enter a different kind of training.

A main theme then pops up: do you want a career, or do you
want to live in the middle of nowhere, in exile?

As  it  so  happens,  building  a  broad  scientific  consensus
resting on sand is a straightforward job. It takes time and
money, but the work requires no brilliance.

You just flash signs at scientists. The signs say: money; job
security;  status;  advancement;  promotion;  grants;  prestige;
reputation; pension; exposure; censure; discrediting; exile;
isolation; death.

They get the idea right away.

They would get the idea when a fake bio-attack (that was
actually a chemical) occurred. Stay quiet, agree with the
authorities.

“Sure, I knew it was a chemical, but I have house payments to
make, and my kids are applying to expensive universities…”



PG&E’s Deliberate Blackouts
by Joseph P. Farrell
October 9, 2019
Source

 

Seriously, folks, I do not know why Nuttyfornians haven’t done
a run on pitchforks and ropes, because I’ve never seen a state
so lost in lunacy as that one. While San Francisco drowns in
human poop and drug needles, the people in the state capital,
the administrative center of the asylum, Scarymental , are
worried  about  plastic  straws  and  forcing  people  to  get
vaccinated.

But wait, there’s more insanity, and you knew it was coming:
according to this article shared by C.V., deliberate brownouts
and  blackouts  are  coming  from  PG&E  (Pacific  Graft  and
Emoluments…  er…  I  mean,  Pacific  Gas  and  Electric)  during
period of high fire risk:

PG&E: Massive power shut-off to hit 800,000 customers, could
extend nearly a week

In case you missed it, read this one again:

Of the Bay Area’s nine counties, all but San Francisco was to
be  hit  by  the  mass  outage  intended  to  stop  trees  from
crashing into Pacific Gas and Electric Co. lines when fast,
dry winds blow in after several months without sustained
rainfall. Across the state, 34 counties will be affected,
some starting in the early morning and others not until noon
or later on Wednesday. (Emphasis added)
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Now, I don’t know about you, but the last time I checked,
there was no necessary nor causal connection between shutting
off people’s power and trees not falling on the power lines.
Something tells me those trees will continue to fall onto the
power lines; they may not start fires with the lines dead, but
there’s always the lightning for that (and we’ll get back to
that in a moment). But it’s ok, they’re doing their little bit
to fight forest fires preemptively and (to use the hated word)
“pro-actively”. Uh huh.

You might be thinking, “well, rather than turning off people’s
power, why not clear vegetation from around the power lines?”
Well,  if  you’re  thinking  like  that,  you’re
obviously  deeply  deplorable,  and  living  in  the  state  of
Reality, not Nuttyfornia:

Dana Dickey, a Shasta County resident, had her power shut off
for three days recently after a wildfire. She was bracing for
another shut-off on Wednesday, but wasn’t convinced it was
necessary.  Dickey  also  said  that  PG&E’s  clearing  of
vegetation near power lines had been inadequate, and that she
had trouble getting information from the company’s website
during the previous shut-off. (Emphasis added)

And while you’re thinking Nuttyfornia couldn’t possibly become
any nuttier, there’s this little cache of cashews:

Some  water  districts  asked  customers  to  store  supplies.
The East Bay Municipal Utilities District, which delivers
water to 1.4 million customers in Alameda and Contra Costa
counties, and other water providers, including the Marin
Municipal Water District, were asking customers in affected
areas to store a minimum of two gallons of water per person
per day — enough to last three to seven days — and to store
extra  for  pets.  Although  the  districts  have  back-up
generators for water pumping and distribution, services could
be affected.

https://www.ebmud.com/customers/alerts/power-shutoff-impacts-water-operations/
http://www.marinwater.org/
http://www.marinwater.org/


Yes, during a fire danger, turn off the power so that water
pumping stations won’t work so that when the fire engines
finally show up after filling out the requisite state forms on
the  environmental  impact  of  firefighting  (yes,  that  was
sarcasm, for those in Scarymental), they won’t have any water
pressure in the fire hydrants.

Now,  if  you’re  like  me,  you’re  thinking  there’s  probably
something else going on here. That brings us to today’s high
octane speculation (and suspicion). First, a bit of context:

Utility officials said the dramatic outages were fueled by a
weather forecast that was shaping up to deliver Northern
California’s most dangerous windstorm since the October 2017
wildfires that ravaged the North Bay’s Wine Country. Many of
those fires were started by PG&E power lines, according to
state investigators. The two-year anniversary of the disaster
was Tuesday. Last year, PG&E equipment ignited the Camp Fire
in Butte County, the worst fire in state history.

The problem here is, this is the “narrative,” because many
Californians  recorded  so  many  anomalies  from  the  previous
fires that the trees-falling-on-power-lines isn’t the only nor
total explanation. In fact, many of those anomalies point to
some  potentially  downright  sinister  technologies  and
motivations.  And  as  for  the  falling  trees  on  power  lines
explanation,  personally,  I’d  go  so  far  as  to  say  it’s
the spin. Many of those fires had all the hallmarks of being a
man-made problem, a bit of TADISC (Technologically Assisted
DISaster Capitalism) which is being pressed into the service
of another narrative, that of global warming:

For PG&E, the shut-offs will mark a high-stakes test of a
program  the  now-bankrupt  company  developed  after  being
implicated in two years of catastrophic infernos that killed
dozens of people and burned thousands of homes to the ground.
The crisis has raised fundamental questions about whether



PG&E can deliver power safely to its customers amid a warming
climate.

As I recall, there were more than just “dozens” of people
killed, and some are still missing and hence not on the lists
of “the dead”. In any case, the implication of all this is:
well, obviously, Pacific Graft and Emoluments can’t deliver
power safely, and hence deliberate power cutoffs are necessary
to “protect the environment/climate/children/elderly” (fill in
your favorite crisis). And wait for it: eventually PG&E will
come up with a way to monetize the power cut offs: a “cut off
fee” to force customers to pay for the lost revenue, plus the
costs of planning and implementing the power outages, so that
the local power company can get paid for not delivering power.
(Of course, there’s always lightning to do that: forest fires
will always be started, even in Nuttyfornia where it seldom
rains, especially if you’re spraying the air with lots of
chemicals and metals to increase atmospheric conductivity and
little regional dipoles, but I digress.) With reasoning like
this,  one  might  expect  the  nasty  folks  in  Scarymental,
Nuttyfornia to start limiting people’s water supply because of
prolonged draught. (Oh… wait, they already did that….) It’s
that little bit about all of this being a question of “whether
PG&E can deliver power safely to its customers amid a warming
climate” that’s the give-a-way. For one thing, the warming
climate part is undefined: warming where? the Bay area? the
whole state? The country? the continent? the globe? And if the
larger  categories,  those  data  and  that  conclusion  are  in
dispute. But not to worry, they’re still a good enough excuse
to  turn  off  the  power  to  the  suburban  deplorables  during
“danger periods.”

So  in  my  opinion,  it’s  a  beta  test  folks,  and  with
modifications, it can come to a power company near you: we’re
turning off your power for the next three days due to chances
of  high  winds/tornadoes/&c  blowing  down  power  lines  and
starting fires.



But here’s a thought: why not eventually challenge the whole
policy  if  (and  when)  fires  start  during  blackout  periods
precisely in areas affected by the blackouts?

See you on the flip side…

The  World’s  Largest
(Democratic!)  Biometric
Prison
by James Corbett
October 5, 2019
Source

 

Yes, biometric ID is rolling out in India and over a billion
people are being locked away behind its electronic bars.

 

Whenever they talk about India and its “inevitable” rise to
world  economic  dominance,  establishment  hacks  like  Thomas
“Iraq War booster” Friedman always seem compelled to note that
the country is “the world’s largest democracy.” They might
want to talk to the residents of the now-defunct Jammu &
Kashmir before invoking that phrase, but the underlying point
seems to be that India—with its growing economic might and
vibrant,  functional  parliamentary  system—can  provide  a
freedom-respecting alternative to the Chinese communist model
for economic development and industrialization.

The pundits are, as usual, half right. India is being used as
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a testing ground and a potential model for the developing
nations to follow . . . but that model has nothing to do with
freedom.  Rather  than  building  some  sort  of  system  for
protecting and fostering the rights of the individual, the
Indian government has been quietly erecting the walls of the
world’s largest biometric prison.

A recent story out of India puts the bars of this prison in
perspective. Last month a “citizenship check” left nearly two
million people in a legal limbo that could see them become
stateless foreigners in danger of imprisonment and deportation
from the country of their birth. The check took place in
Assam,  an  Indian  state  fraught  with  its  own  history  of
conflict and tension between Hindus and Muslims.

The larger story is fascinating, but suffice it to say the
fast-growing Assamese Muslim minority—despite including many
native-born  locals—is  being  cast  as  an  immigrant  invading
force  supplied  by  influxes  of  migrants  from  neighboring
Bangladesh. The citizenship check is the result of an accord
that was struck after a particularly violent anti-immigrant
pogrom in the 1980s that saw hundred (or thousands, depending
on the source) of Muslim migrants killed. To appease the local
Assamese population, the government promised to perform a mass
citizenship check to oust the illegal immigrants.

Only now, three decades later, is this being done, and it is
not difficult to see why: Prime Minister Modi and the populist
Hindu nationalist wave that he and his BJP party are riding
see it as another battlefront in their war against the Indian
Muslim minority.

As one might imagine, the scene has descended into chaos, with
some local Assamese who were born in Assam and lived there all
their lives finding that they are not on the official citizen
roll  and  thus  are  in  danger  of  being  declared  stateless
migrants and deported. The Indian authorities are now building
new prisons in the state to house thousands of these newly
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displaced people while they are processed and sent out of the
country.

All of which brings us back to the biometric prison idea. As
you may or may not know, the Indian government has spent the
last decade enrolling over one billion people in the largest
biometric  database  ever  constructed.  Dubbed  “Aadhaar”  and
sporting a logo which combines a fingerprint with the rays of
the sun, the database involves the collection of a digital
photograph, ten fingerprints, and iris scans of every man,
woman and child in India. The information is used to create a
unique 12-digit number which, tied to an Aadhaar card, serves
as a form of national identification.

Well, there you go! The perfect solution to the conundrum in
Assam, right? Why not just tie the Aadhaar database to the
citizenship  rolls  and  immediately  revoke  the  national
identification from anyone not on the list? Well, in fact,
that has been the plan all along. In Assam, unlike other parts
of India, the Aadhaar identification would not just be a proof
of residence, but would be tied to the National Register of
Citizens.

There’s just one catch: Assam has been far behind in their
enrollment of citizens into the Aadhaar program. In fact, some
districts only began enrolling citizens late last year.

The  underlying  propaganda  narrative  in  this  situation  is
evident to all. The immense and hitherto impossible task of
registering, databasing and tracking over one billion people
is now finally within the Indian government’s grasp. No longer
can those like the born-and-bred Assamese who find they’ve
been left off the citizenship roll simply blend into the vast
Indian crowds and continue on with their lives. Now they will
be instantly flagged whenever they are forced to use their
Aadhaar card to identify themselves.

And it is not only the authorities in Assam who are feeling
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the benefits of being wardens in this vast biometric prison.
Any  number  of  authoritarians  ensconced  in  the  Indian
bureaucracy are touting the benefits of this revolutionary
system of control.

Take the tax office, for example. In April of this year it
became mandatory for all Indians to link their PAN card—a
“permanent account number” in the form of a unique ten-digit
identifier on a laminated card required by the income tax
department for all tax filings—to the 12-digit Aadhaar number.
Now every Indian’s taxes will be linked directly to their
biometric identification.

And the push is on to link this biometric ID to every other
aspect of people’s lives . . . all in the name of convenience,
of course.

How else to deal with the problem of people jumping India’s
notoriously overcrowded trains or the touts that scalp tickets
for crowded train cars? By issuing biometrics-based tickets,
of course!

And you don’t want to pay with cumbersome cash, do you? Why go
through  all  the  hassle  of  using  an  anonymous,  portable,
untrackable payment method when you can use a handy dandy
payment app that is directly linked to your national biometric
ID?

And best of all for the psychopaths in charge, this Orwellian
system  of  control  is  cheap,  easy  and  risk-free!  I  mean,
disregarding the fact that the Aadhaar database has already
been breached and exposed one-fifth of the world’s population
to identity theft. But what’s a totalitarian omelette without
a few broken eggs (and by “few” I mean “billion” and by “eggs”
I mean “people”)?

Yes, biometric ID is rolling out in India and over a billion
people are being locked away behind its electronic bars. Keep
this in mind the next time you see a blithering blowhard
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bloviating  about  “the  world’s  largest  democracy”  and
pretending  to  worry  about  China’s  social  credit  score.

53,000 Blinding, Frying, and
Spying  LED  Streetlights
Installed in Oahu
by B.N. Frank
October 2, 2019
Source

 

Health experts – including the American Medical Association –
have been warning for many years now about biological and
environmental risks associated with LED streetlights.  This
has been reported by the mainstream media and other sources.

Many  people  have  been  replacing  LED  bulbs  in  their
homes because of health warnings.  Communities continue to
install  them  anyway  in  streetlights  despite  risks  and
opposition  (see  1,  2).

From Hawaii Now:

On Tuesday, city leaders were joined at Honolulu Hale by
Hawaii Energy and Johnson Controls to announce the completion
of work to install some 53,000 LED streetlights in Oahu
neighborhoods.

It’s a change that will likely save millions per year in
utility costs.
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“LED lights make the streets brighter. Now why do we like
this? I think it’s obvious to most people. A brighter street
is a safer street – for pedestrians maybe crossing, for
people driving down the street, and also to cut down on
crime,” Mayor Caldwell said.

Work to convert the street lights began in November 2017.

[…]

According to the city, the $46.6 million project was financed
through Johnson Controls, so the city did not expend any
upfront funds.

 

 

 

LED streetlights also have surveillance capabilities.  There’s
been opposition reported about that as well.

Activist Post regularly reports about issues associated with
LED light bulbs used for street lights, vehicle headlights,
and everything else.  For more information visit our archives.

5G  Wireless:  A  Ridiculous
Front for Global Control
by Jon Rappoport
September 9, 2019
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Source

 

First, a few quotes to give a bit of background.

5G speed, for people who must download a whole season of their
favorite show in two seconds:

“It’s the next (fifth) generation of cellular technology which
promises  to  greatly  enhance  the  speed,  coverage  and
responsiveness of wireless networks. How fast are we talking
about?  Think  10  to  100  times  speedier  than  your  typical
cellular connection, and even faster than anything you can get
with  a  physical  fiber-optic  cable  going  into  your  house.
(You’ll be able to download a season’s worth of ‘Stranger
Things’ in seconds.)” [CNET.com]

Lunatic 5G installation of small transmitters packed close
together every few hundred feet:

“The next big thing in cellular technology, 5G, will bring
lightning-fast wireless Internet — and thousands of antenna-
topped poles to many neighborhoods where cell towers have long
been banned.”

“Wireless companies are asking Congress and state lawmakers to
make it easier to install the poles by preempting local zoning
laws that often restrict them, particularly near homes. The
lobbying  efforts  have  alarmed  local  officials  across  the
country. They say they need to ensure that their communities
do  not  end  up  with  unsightly  poles  cluttering  sidewalks,
roadsides and the edges of front yards.”

“They also are hearing from residents worried about possible
long-term health risks. Until now, much of the cell equipment
that emits radio-frequency energy has been housed on large
towers  typically  kept  hundreds  of  feet  from  homes  [also
harmful to health]. The new ‘small cell’ technology uses far

https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2019/09/09/5g-wireless-ridiculous-front-for-global-control/


more antennas and transmitters that are smaller and lower-
powered,  but  clustered  closer  together  and  lower  to  the
ground.” [The Washington Post]

I keep hammering on this 5G issue, because it contains the
blueprint of a future only elite madmen want.

For the rest of us, it’s a catastrophe in the making.

I’ve  covered  the  extreme  health  dangers  of  5G  in  another
article. Here, I want to flesh out the hidden agenda.

A  few  decades  ago,  a  movement  was  started  to  create  an
interconnected power grid for the whole planet. We were told
this would be the only way to avoid wasting huge amounts of
electricity and, voila, bring all nations and all people into
a modern 21st century.

But now, it’s a different story, a classic bait and switch.
The bait was the promise of One Grid for all. The switch is
what 5G will bring us:

100 billion or more NEW devices online, all connected to the
Internet and the Cloud. What could be more wasteful? What
could be more ridiculous? This is the opposite of sane energy
use.

Who really cares whether his 5G-connected refrigerator keeps
track of the food items inside it and orders new items when
the supply dwindles? Who has to have a 5G driverless car that
takes him to work? Who must have a 5G stove that senses what
is being cooked and sets the temperature for four minutes? Who
lives and who dies if a washing machine doesn’t measure how
much soap is stored inside and doesn’t order new soap? Who is
demanding a hundred devices in his home that spy on him and
record his actions?

With 5G, the ultimate goal is: every device in every home that
uses energy will be “its own computer,” and the planetary grid
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will connect ALL these devices to a monitoring and regulating
Energy Authority.

As Patrick Wood details in his classic, Technocracy Rising,
that worldwide Energy Authority was the dream of the men who
launched the Technocracy movement, in America, in the 1930s.

They set out the key requirements—which weren’t technically
possible then, but are quite doable now: continuous real-time
measuring of both energy production and energy use from one
end of the planet to the other…

So that both energy production and energy consumption could be
controlled. “For the good of all,” of course.

5G is the technology for making this happen.

The Globalists: “We’re promising a stunning long-range future
of ‘automatic homes’, where everything is done for you. But
really, that’s the cover story. Ultimately, we want to be able
to measure every unit of energy used by every device in every
home—and through AI, regulate how much energy we will let
every individual consume, moment to moment. We control energy.
We are the energy masters. If you want to run and operate and
dominate the world, you control its energy.”

Terms  and  projects  like  smart  grid,  smart  meters,
sustainability, Agenda 21, smart cities, climate change—all
this  is  Technocratic  planning  and  justification  for  Rule
through Energy.

The beginning of an actual rational plan for energy would
start this way: DUMP 5G. Dump the whole plan of installing
small transmitter-cells on buildings and homes and trees and
lampposts and fences all over the planet. Forget it. Don’t
bring 100 billion new devices online. Aside from the extreme
health dangers, it’s ridiculously expensive. It’s on the order
of saying we need thousand-foot robots standing on sidewalks
washing the windows of office buildings.

https://amzn.to/34uOtiB


If some movie star wants to install 30 generators on his
property and have engineers build him an automatic home, where
he can sit back, flip a switch, and have three androids carry
him into his bathtub and wash him and dry him, fine. But
planning a smart city? Who voted for that? Who gave informed
consent? Nobody.

A global Energy Authority, of course, is going to decide that
a small African country needs to be given much more energy,
while Germany or France or the US will have to sacrifice
energy  for  the  cause  of  social  justice.  But  this  is  yet
another con, because you won’t see government cleaning up the
contaminated water supplies of that small African country, or
installing  modern  sanitation,  or  curtailing  the  forced
movement  of  populations  into  poverty-stricken  cities,  or
reclaiming  vast  farm  land  stolen  by  mega-corporations  and
giving that land back to local farmers.

The whole hidden purpose of an Energy Authority is control.

And because the Authority is Globalist and Technocratic, it
aims to lower energy use in industrial nations and help wreck
their economies, making it much easier to move in and take
over those countries.

Who in his right mind would propose a wireless system that
relies on many, many, many cells/transmitters placed closely
to each other, all over the world? This system would be far
more vulnerable to physical disruption than the present 4G.

You can find many articles that claim the US military must
have  5G  for  their  most  advanced  planes—and  for  their
developing AI-controlled weapons. How does that work? Where
will all the transmitter/cells be placed on the ground and in
the air?? Something is missing here. Is there another version
of 5G we’re not being told about? Is geoengineering of the
atmosphere the means for tuning up space so 5G signals can be
passed along without cells/transmitters?



Part of the US obsession to bring 5G online quickly stems from
competition with China, which at the moment is in the lead on
developing and exporting the technology. “If China has it, we
have to have it sooner and better.” This attitude sidesteps
the issue of why we must have 5G in the first place.

And  now  there  are  reports  that  the  US  government  is
considering a plan to build the whole 5G network itself—rather
than leaving the job to corporations. Of course, a few favored
companies (like Google) would be chosen by the government in a
non-bid situation to provide VERY significant help. If such a
plan were to launch, we would have a very tight club at the
top of the communications and energy pyramid. And that club
would maximize 5G to expand already-saturated surveillance of
populations.

Wouldn’t you—if you had nothing better to do than control the
world?

Giant  5G  Drones  in  Hawaii
Skies? Pushback is Growing…
Source: Take Back Your Power

by Debra Greene PhD
August 20, 2019

 

 

Massive  football  field  sized  drones  flying  in  the
stratosphere, beaming down toxic 5G radiation into the earth,
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into the ocean, into our homes, into our bodies. Sounds like
something out of a science fiction nightmare.

But if the sponsors of the HAWK30 program, tech giant SoftBank
of Japan, defense contractor AeroVironment of California and
Alphabet, the parent company of Google, have their way that
nightmare will become a reality this fall for some Hawai’i
residents and eventually for much of the world’s population.

Credit: Screenshot from SoftBank HAPS concept video

 

The HAWK30 program, proposed by the Research Corporation of
the University of Hawai’i (RCUH), wants to use the Hawaiian
island of Lāna’i in Maui county as a launch pad for unmanned
drones,  HAPS  (high  altitude  platform  stations)  flying  at
65,000 to 80,000 feet carrying wireless communications relays
and transmitting 5G signals into air, land and sea in a three-
phase program.

In the final phase of the surreal plan, tiny Lāna’i island
becomes a drone manufacturing plant, launch pad and mission
control center to fly massive drones throughout the equatorial
belt.

Credit: Screenshot from SoftBank HAPS concept video

 

According to their Use Determination Application: “The purpose
of the HAWK30 program is to develop new airborne overhead 5G
communication,  which  would  provide  strong  wireless  service
over a large area, including deep valleys, remote lands, and
over the ocean.”
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The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) granted the project
a COA2, a Certificate of Authorization, permitting the drones
to operate for up to two years in a 150 square mile airspace
that includes the islands of Lāna’i and Kaho’olawe, as well as
Molokini crater, which sees over 300,000 visitors from around
the world each year. With its calm, crystal clear waters and
hundreds of species of tropical fish the crescent shaped islet
is a highly popular visitor spot.

Photo by Debra Greene of slide from RCUH presentation at
Lāna’i Planning Commission Meeting

 

Radiation harm is a concern as one HAWK30 drone broadcasts the
equivalent of 1800 cell towers, albeit at a much lower power
level, however, power is irrelevant to health effects except
for  tissue  heating.  Thousands  of  peer  reviewed  research
studies  document  the  non-thermal  effects  of  wireless
radiation  on  humans  and  other  living  things.  In  some
experiments the lowest power levels caused the most leakage in
the blood-brain barrier. An inverse relationship between power
and health effects has even been shown. Wireless technology
is not made safe by reducing the power.

Flying at 70 miles per hour in the stratosphere, the HAPS
drone has a 260 foot wingspan and 10 propellers. It gains
altitude after take off by flying in a huge spiral. The high
altitude platform station can be used to carry a variety of
payloads. According to SoftBank’s concept video, their HAPS
operates as a cell site with coverage 124 miles in diameter,
blanketing the entire ground.

Credit: Screenshot from SoftBank HAPS concept video
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In addition to irradiating all life forms within range, this
type of massive flying wing has a bad safety record. Two high
altitude drones have been built by AeroVironment and they both
fell from the sky and crashed. In fact, the drone is so
experimental that almost no regulations exist to govern it.
Project officials appear ready to take full advantage of this,
having boasted about schooling the FAA and writing their own
rules.

But a 1.5 ton HAWK30 falling from the stratosphere could have
devastating effects. Only 2300 Newtons of force crush a human
skull wearing a helmet. Falling from a height of 70,000 feet,
a 1.5 ton object would impact with 266,756,000 Newtons of
force!

The drone would encounter air resistance, of course, but if
this massive experimental aircraft, with its lithium batteries
and propeller blades, comes crashing down it could kill and
maim  people,  dolphins,  whales  and  other  creatures.
Surprisingly, the drone’s fly zone is in the middle of a
Humpback Whale National Marine Sanctuary where whales come to
give birth and frolic with their young.

Trust has been an issue from the start with this secretive
project. A 16,500 square foot drone hangar to house two drones
was erected on agricultural land without public notice and
prior to a Lāna’i Planning Commission meeting, showing a lack
of good faith.

Credit: Photo by Sally Kaye

 

In the Use Determination Application the drone is repeatedly
referred to as an “airplane” or “aircraft” and an airstrip was
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created while, in Maui County, airports are not allowed on
agricultural land.

A longtime traditional Hawaiian practitioner is intervening in
the  approval  process  based  on  the  potential  violation,
requesting  protection  of  his  native  Hawaiian  traditional
practices that involve gathering plants and other items on the
undeveloped land. Approving agricultural land for industrial
use could set a precedent. It could also pave the way for
construction of a second airport.

Despite announcing as early as July 16 that, due to public
outcry 5G was removed from the project, and then changing
their story in a press release, as of this writing RCUH still
has not amended their application to reflect this promise to
the community.

Even  if  the  application  is  amended  to  remove  5G,
applicants have said 4G would be used instead, as if beaming
4G wireless radiation into land and sea is safe. It is not.
Further,  even  if  removed  from  the  application,  5G  can  be
brought back at any time.

Image from RCUH Use Determination Application prepared by
Munekiyo Hiraga

 

RCUH  has  shown  a  lack  of  transparency  by  providing  scant
information about the elaborate project and pressuring for a
rushed decision. Completely absent from the application, for
example, is any mention of the specific frequency range of
electromagnetic radiation the drone will transmit. Missing as
well are a timeline for the project and a business plan.

What lies between approval and rejection of the project is the
nine member Lāna’i Planning Commission, a body of volunteers,
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tasked with assessing the $120 million project to determine if
215 acres of former pineapple land should be used for the HAPS
drones.

To justify an agricultural use RCUH has promised watershed
characterization and a STEM (science, technology, engineering
and math) program for Lāna’i youth. Wireless enabled probes,
resembling  PVC  pipe  bombs  armed  with  sensors,  would  be
inserted  into  the  island’s  watershed  and  tracked  by  the
drones, potentially irradiating the waters as they collect
data nonstop.

The 3100 residents of Lāna’i may be hesitant to speak out
against the project because it could be seen as indirectly
backed  by  billionaire  Larry  Ellison  who  owns  98%  of  the
island. The Oracle founder appears determined to bring his
high tech world to permanently change the culture of this
small, rural island situated in the most remote landmass on
the planet.

In the wake of the drone proposal the Hawaiian islands have
been  the  target  of  Google’s  huge  high  altitude  helium
balloon, LOON, which also flies in the stratosphere and is
designed to bring high speed internet to inaccessible areas
and to share connectivity with the HAPS. The LOON transmits
wireless radiation to the ground extending signals over 3000
square miles.

The mysterious object, that the FAA had no knowledge of, was
spotted by Maui residents, while the HBAL663 LOON was tracked
online circling above Maui county for about a week (7/31/19 to
8/7/19) at around 60,000 feet. The tennis court sized balloon
passed right over the designated drone flight strip area on
Lāna’i, perhaps to collect weather and wireless communications
data  in  preparation  for  the  drone  launch,  since  the  two
projects are partnered.
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Credit: Screenshot from FlightRadar24.com

 

Having  tech  giants  Google  and  SoftBank  with  their  global
corporate ambitions at your doorstep would be overwhelming for
even the most seasoned, savvy corporate executives. The Lāna’i
Planning  Commission,  whose  members  are  volunteers,  is  ill
equipped to deal with a complex project of this magnitude that
has vast implications, far beyond the confines of the small
island.

Final plans are to turn Lāna’i into a drone manufacturing
plant and launch pad potentially flying thousands of massive
drones over much of the world’s population forming a 5G mesh
network for the Internet of Things (IoT) while blanketing the
earth in wireless radiation.  

Stop Massive 5G Drones

In  collaboration  with  KeepYourPower.org,  we  are  urgently
gathering  petition  signatures  to  ban  these  high  altitude
radiation emitting technologies from Maui airspace until they
can be proven safe. This is a global issue. Anyone can sign.

Secretive, experimental, high altitude technology (massive
drones, pseudo-satellites, huge helium balloons, etc.) with
4G/5G  wireless  communication  payloads  that  beam  toxic
wireless radiation deep into land and ocean, into all life
forms, should not be allowed in Hawai’i airspace.

Thousands of peer reviewed research studies show the negative
health effects of radiation from wireless technologies. 5G
especially is an alarming health hazard.

Wireless  technology  poses  significant  harm  to  humans,
animals, marine life, and the environment. We do not consent
to this harmful and invasive technology. We respectfully ask
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you  to  please  protect  the  Hawaiian  islands,  follow  the
Precautionary Principle and ban this technology from Hawai’i
airspace unless it can be proven safe.

Sign the petition here.

 

The  Officially  Ignored
Connection  Between  Lyme
Disease and Plum Island
Source: Truthstream Media

by Melissa Dykes
September 9, 2017

 

 

Lyme Disease is one of those illnesses that, unless you have
it or know someone who afflicted by it, most people don’t know
that much about it other than that it is caused by a tick
bite.

Lyme  Disease  has  been  referred  to  as  “the  great
imitator”  because  it  mirrors  many  other  awful  medical
disorders including chronic fatigue syndrome, lupus, multiple
sclerosis,  arthritis,  fibromyalgia,  and  even  Alzheimer’s
disease. Initially, Lyme causes a barrage of awful symptoms,
including  tiredness  unrelieved  by  resting  or  sleeping,
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insomnia,  abdominal  pain,  nausea,  confusion,  mood  swings,
joint  pain,  recurrent  headaches,  fever,  chills,  dizziness,
difficulty  concentrating  or  sustaining  one’s  attention  and
even impaired short-term memory, but ultimately it can harm
organs and systems throughout the body, including the heart,
the circulatory, digestive, and reproductive systems, and the
brain and nervous system.

Lyme Disease is pretty common these days, despite the fact
that  many  people  are  fuzzy  on  the  details.  According  to
the CDC, Lyme was the sixth most common Nationally Notifiable
disease in 2015 and the most commonly reported vector-borne
illness in the U.S., thought to affect some 300,000 people a
year in this country. Strangely though, when people attempt to
get medical attention for Lyme Disease, a lot of times they
are told that Lyme Disease is really rare and they probably
have something else. Many times a person is forced to go
through exhaustive medical testing for other ailments to rule
those out before a doctor will even administer a test for Lyme
Disease, but I’ll expand on that momentarily.

There may be a good reason why doctors are hesitant to test
their patients for Lyme, even when those patients are fully
willing  to  pay  out-of-pocket  for  the  testing  for  it  and
despite the fact that, for some reason in this era of modern
medical  technology,  the  test  for  Lyme  is  still  pretty
inaccurate.

For the longest time, the government has been implicated in
and  repeatedly  denied  any  ties  to  the  creation  of  Lyme
Disease,  despite  some  pretty  compelling  evidence  to  the
contrary.

Lyme Disease was not discovered or recognized until the mid
70s when there was an outbreak of what doctors originally
mistook  for  juvenile  rheumatoid  arthritis  in  several
southeastern Connecticut towns including Lyme and Old Lyme,
which is how the disease got its name. A newspaper archive

https://www.cdc.gov/lyme/stats/index.html


search revealed that the bacteria that causes Lyme, Borrelia
burgdorferi, wasn’t mentioned in print in newspapers until
1984 (although Google newspapers came back with nothing at
all).

If you look at these towns on a map, you’ll notice they are
right directly across the Long Island Sound from Plum Island,
which has been a government animal disease research facility
since  the  mid  1950s  and  doubled  as  a  military  biological
warfare research facility.

It’s
less than nine miles from shore to shore the way the crow
flies.

The outbreak and concentration of Lyme Disease in this country
centers around that place. The CDC admits that 95% of cases of
Lyme come from just 14 states, the majority of which are
located around Plum Island.

https://www.google.com/search?q=Borrelia%20burgdorferi%20site:news.google.com/newspapers&source=newspapers
https://www.google.com/search?q=Borrelia%20burgdorferi%20site:news.google.com/newspapers&source=newspapers


Plum  Islands
biowarfare  ties  date  back  to  World  War  II  and  Operation
Paperclip, a top secret government program to shield Nazi
scientists from trial or punishment by quietly bringing them
over to the U.S. and giving them new identities and U.S.
citizenship in exchange for working for the government and
military.

Dr. Erich Traub
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Plum Island was specifically named for Cold War biowarfare
research alongside Dugway Proving Ground and Fort Detrick back
in  the  early  ’50s  when  the  US  biowarfare  program  and
clandestine germ warfare trials first began. Seems like they
got the location idea from Insel Reims.

Gee, can’t imagine who gave them that idea.

Dr.  Erich  Traub  completed  his  Operation  Paperclip  duties



working for the American biological warfare program from 1949
to 1953, during which time he consulted with the CIA and
scientists at Fort Detrick before returning to West Germany in
1953 to run the country’s own Insel Riems-like experimental
virus  facility  in  Tübingen  (with  the  U.S.  government’s
permission). Not only did USDA officials visit Traub’s lab
over there, but Traub also briefly worked for the USDA which
oversees Plum Island and throughout the ’50s he was in regular
contact with Plum Island’s Director Doc Shahan. Dr. Traub was
also  at  the  Plum  Island  dedication  ceremony  in  1956  and
visited the place at least twice after that in 57 and 58, when
Plum Island’s lead scientist Dr. Jacob Traum retired and the
USDA considered replacing him with who else? Dr. Erich Traub.

In the 70s, attorney John Loftus was hired by the office of
special investigations, a unit set up by the Justice
department to look into Nazi war crimes. He was given a top
secret  clearance  and  allowed  access  to  decades  worth  of
classified documents. Among other things, Loftus turned up
records of Nazi germ warfare scientists who came to the US and
experimented with dropping poison ticks from planes to spread
rare diseases. He also specifically mentioned in his book The
Belarus Secret that he received information that suggested the
U.S. tested some of these poison ticks on the Plum Island
artillery range during the early 1950s. This story was further
validated by attorney Michael Carroll in his book Lab 257.
Carroll claims that not only did a source who worked on Plum
Island  in  the  50s  tell  him  that  some  of  the  workers
purposefully released ticks outdoors on the island in 1951
when it was still Fort Terry and that one of the scientists
involved was called, quote, “Nazi scientist,” but Carroll says
he dug up a box of 1950s USDA files from the National Archives
vault that included three folders: two labeled “tick research”
and one labeled “E. Traub”. Both were empty.

Even  more  damning,  in  an  article  in  the  Journal  of
Degenerative Diseases, Marjorie Tietjen reported that 60% of

https://amzn.to/2JUfcMe
https://amzn.to/2JUfcMe
https://amzn.to/2Y7bFyW
http://rense.com/general27/livingnextdoortoplum.htm


chronic Lyme patients are actually co-infected with several
strains of mycoplasma, the most common one being “mycoplasma
fermentens”  which  is  patented  by  the  U.S.  Army  and  army
pathologist  Dr.  Lo;  Pathogenic  mycoplasma,  U.S.  Patent
5,242,820 issued Sept. 7, 1993.

Today, the official story touted by government scientists is
that the scientific evidence does not support Lyme Disease
originating on Plum Island. This is despite the fact that
researchers at Plum Island were experimenting with hundreds of
thousands  of  hard  and  soft  ticks  on  Plum  Island  where
classified top secret biowarfare research was being carried
out by the U.S. military for decades and the first outbreak of
Lyme happened right directly across the sound less than nine
miles from Plum Island where thousands upon thousands of birds
fly AND despite the fact that they have been forced to admit
culpability in the outbreak of other types of viruses on the
island due to these experiments, the experimental animals for
which were kept outside in open air pens up through the late
’70s, when a highly-contagious foot-and-mouth disease outbreak
on Plum Island in 1978 ended in the government being forced to
put over 200 of their own experimental animals to death.

The U.S. government continues to pretend like it couldn’t have
possibly had a hand in Lyme Disease. Then again, the U.S.
government denied that there were any biowarfare experiments
on Plum Island for decades as well, up until documents proving
otherwise were published by Newsday in 1993.

Meanwhile, Canada has been complaining in recent years of Lyme
Disease proliferating there due to migratory birds picking up
black-legged ticks when they fly south into the U.S. for the
winter and come back with them.

Of course, I guess it would be an expensive and embarrassing
PR/lawsuit nightmare if they did admit any culpability after
this many decades of Americans suffering and probably dying
from Lyme, which they would obviously avoid at all costs in

https://www.google.com/patents/US5242820
https://www.google.com/patents/US5242820


the interest of national security.

Earlier I mentioned that it is believed Lyme Disease affects
some 300,000 people annually in this country but that number
is basically meaningless because people are forced through a
medical merry-go-round just to be able to get tested for this
disease, and then as Tietjen points out in that article above,
many are only treated for it for a month on antibiotics and
according to prestigious Yale University (which has only been
implicated in government dirty work for decades with Plum
Island right in its backyard), if the person still has Lyme
Disease symptoms on the 31st day of antibiotic treatment, they
are labeled as having something else (including “antibiotic-
seeking behavior”), probably whatever affliction the disease
has mimicked in their body. In this way, if they die, they die
of something else in the official medical record, not Lyme
Disease and they no longer get counted in the Lyme Disease
statistics the same way unemployed people eventually “fall out
of” the unemployment stats if they are unemployed long enough.

And that’s after the patient goes through the rigmarole to
even be able to get tested in the first place. My mother went
through this when she lived in Missouri and was bitten by a
tick. Her doctor straight up told her Lyme Disease did not
exist in Missouri, it wasn’t possible for a Missourian to get
it, and that it was all in her head, even going so far as to
write in her medical chart that the patient is convinced she
has Lyme Disease even though her doctor apprised her of the
“facts”. She had to go to a different doctor and plead her
case  to  him,  essentially  arguing  her  way  into  even  being
allowed to get the test to begin with! This is how statistics
continued to be toyed with even to this day in order to cover
up  an  epidemic  that  is  linked  to  government  biowarfare
research.

If you have ever been to Long Island, you see signs everywhere
in parks warning you about ticks and Lyme Disease. The place
is  absolutely  infested  with  them.  The  only  thing  more



disconcerting than that is the fact that, after decades of
animal disease research and burying the wastes on Plum Island,
the  whole  place  an  environmental  disaster.  According  to
Carroll,  repeated  attempts  to  decontaminate  the  crumbling,
unsecured lab 257 have failed. They finally had to build a
whole new building (Lab 101) but in recent years the USDA and
DHS, who jointly run Plum Island these days, have decided to
move the whole thing inland to Manhattan, Kansas — nearly
right smack dab in the middle of the country where a large
majority of the nation’s cattle and hogs are bred, not to
mention  there’s  a  perfectly  valid  reason  the  makers
of “Twister” decided to make Kansas one of the main settings
in the film.

That’s right. As Congressman Michael Burgess pointed out at a
September 2009 Oversight and Investigations hearing on Federal
Oversight  of  High  Containment  Bio-Laboratories  before  the
Committee on Energy and Commerce held just a week after the
House vote on moving the Plum Island facility to Kansas:

“…the language of the resolution proudly touting that 45% of
the fed cattle in the United States and 40% of the hogs
produced in this country are in Kansas. Considering that food-
and-mouth disease, which is the primary research being done at
Plum Island, is a disease which can spread with devastating
swiftness from humans to cattle and hogs… shouldn’t we have
done our O&I hearing on the scientific evaluations being done
at DHS before [emphasis added] we voted on a resolution saying
that Kansas was the best pick?”

Gee… you think?

https://amzn.to/32R5Lpw


The End of the CIA: Excerpt
from ‘CIA Memories’
Source: No More Fake News

by Jon Rappoport
July 18, 2019

 

CIA Memories, Part Four—Conclusion

Parts One, Two and Three

Fiction

 

As  I  mentioned  in  earlier  installments  of  this  series,  a
patient presently confined to the Sleight Center psychiatric
facility believes he is the current director of the CIA. He
also believes he is living in the year 2053. He is writing CIA
memos to “his own top people.”

Dear All,

I have now changed my title. I am still the director of the
CIA, but I am The Director in Exile. The Agency itself, in
2053, has dissolved into a trillion-dollar wounded dragon. It
is  thrashing  around,  trying  to  feel  its  own  shape,  and
failing.

If we control the world but cannot control ourselves, then
what is the sitrep?

If you build a house and let it go its own way, it eventually
decays and falls into terminal disrepair. I do not believe
that is the fate of Earth, but I know we have done great harm.
Nevertheless, we continue to play our games.

https://truthcomestolight.com/the-end-of-the-cia-excerpt-from-cia-memories/
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We exist, as an Agency, in our own space and time. We thrash,
and we float.

Our principal task, mind control, has encountered unexpected
resistance from many quarters. To cite just one case, the
disappearing of nations into easier-to-manage larger regions
(our agenda) has given birth to hundreds of counter-outbreaks
of decentralization. Our own vaunted map makers have fallen
hopelessly behind in their efforts to compile and maintain a
planetary picture. Our favored propaganda term, “citizen of
the world,” has been rendered meaningless.

My new psychiatrist turns out to be an infiltrator from Free
New England, which has broken off relations with Washington.
He is trying to enlist me in “the movement.” It’s not my cup
of tea.

Freedom is still an idea that energizes me, even after all
this time. I’m not sure I know what it looks like. But it must
be centered on the individual.

For a century, we have treated the world as a mere caricature
we could manipulate at will. But it turns out we are the
caricature.

Before I was confined to this facility, I was working on a
secret draft of surrender. We would, as an ancient president
once stated, “break up the CIA into a million pieces.”

I leave it to you to imagine the domino effect.

Of course, we would have to protect our agents. I was also
working out a plan for that massive operation.

I am of the opinion that, if the specific CIA had never been
created, something very much like it would have come into
being.  Another  organization  with  our  goals  and  operations
would  have  emerged.  It  was  embedded  in  the  psychology  of
humans.  I  think  that  fact  and  that  day  have  passed  into



oblivion.  We  may  not  have  experienced  the  very  worst  our
species has to offer, but we have come close enough to taste
defeat and turn away. We’ve begun to stir from our trance and
rise a short distance above our base impulses.

So, after all this time, I find myself making a plea for
sanity.

While confined to a psychiatric institution.

—The “director’s” memo cuts off at this point. Or perhaps he
ended it there. A year later, he was gone; escaped from the
facility.

Myths, legends, and no doubt, intentional cover stories have
proliferated around him. Some people actually believe he was
the  director  of  the  CIA.  We  have  the  usual  reports  of
sightings across the country. One wild story is interesting:
he is now living in an undisclosed location in Chicago, from
which  he  secretly  advises  the  president.  The  president,
according to the tale, is indeed plotting the break-up of the
CIA. But this is only one aspect of his agenda; he intends to
split the entire federal government into much smaller units,
each  of  which  will  act  independently  as  decentralized
organizations.  Their  exact  roles  are,  thus  far,  unclear.
Supposedly, the trigger for the revolution will be the return
of 40 trillion dollars, which have been stolen from national
budgets over the past century. The money will be placed in the
hands of several thousand local community “leadership groups,”
who  will  use  it  to  finance  “projects  of  benefit  to  the
people.” This account gains some credibility, owing to the
mood of the nation; small communities are emerging across the
land. They are aiming for self-sufficiency. Recent discoveries
in energy technology, beyond the reach of traditional energy
companies, have made it possible to power local enterprises in
any  environment,  at  shockingly  low  costs.  The  desire  for
freedom beyond the reach of central government is deepening.
Along with these thousands of new communities, we are seeing



the rise of private currencies. Recent reports of “defecting
police units and military groups” are adding fuel to the fire.

One night not long ago, a man appeared as a last-minute guest
on  a  small  Web  radio  show.  Here  is  an  excerpt  from  his
remarks:

“I am the Director in Exile of the CIA, an organization which
hopefully will soon take its last collective breath, and then
disappear  below  the  waves  of  a  new  epoch.  As  you  might
suppose, I am on the move. Certain people want to ask me
certain questions I’m not prepared to answer at this time.
I’ve seen my path, I’ve chosen it, I’ve stepped on to it, and
I’m walking it. The air is cleaner for me these days. This
“place” we live in has been described in thousands of myths
down through the centuries. I see it as one dimension among
others. It has its charms, as does any popular stage play. We
tend to be far too serious when we should be light-hearted,
and light-hearted when we should be serious. My experience as
the director has taught me that humans can be trained to
commit almost any action, thinking it is for the greater good.
The CIA is an awesome center of deception. Our people are
taught to lie as the first order of business. Once we fasten
on  to  a  piece  of  data,  we  lie  about  it.  Reflexively.
Domination is our goal. Shaping the minds of the population is
our prime strategy. We are admired teachers who inevitably
give students the wrong answers to their questions. For us,
truth is what a silver bullet is to the werewolf. Extinction.
The  size  and  scope  of  our  organization  has  been
underestimated.  With  our  global  connections  to  major
corporations,  banks,  foundations,  secret  societies,
governments, criminal groups, and organized religions, we are
a behemoth. As I’ve written, we have lost our way. We no
longer have control over many of our own operations. My chief
assistant once jokingly remarked to me, “We’re so big, we
cover  so  much  ground,  we  must  be  run  from  some
extraterrestrial center.” For a century, we’ve proceeded from



the assumption that all reality is invented. Therefore, we
took the lead in inventing it for billions of people. Each one
of them was capable of birthing his own reality, but he had
abdicated the job and the joy of being an Artist. That cleared
the ground for us, and we moved in…”

Since that night, on the radio, the director has not been
heard from.

But since that night, by my own count, 274 men have “stepped
forward,” in one fashion or another, while maintaining their
anonymity, to claim they are the Director. They each have
stories to tell, most of which are interesting and contain
details of damning truth about past CIA operations. This leads
me to believe that at least some of these men are current or
former employees of the Agency.

Thus, a trickle grows toward a Niagara of exposure…

America’s Birthplace 2019: A
UNESCO World Heritage Site of
Global  Culture  and
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Interdependence
Source:  Truthstream Media

by Aaron & Melissa Dykes
April 24, 2019

 

https://youtu.be/zQIJf3gmsDQ

 

It’s honestly a weird feeling to go to the birthplace of
America – where the ideals of freedom, liberty, independence,
etc. were enshrined – only to find that these symbols have
been watered down, transferred, or stolen, and subsumed into a
“global vision” that lacks substance, sovereignty or liberty
of any kind. And yes, U.S. of A. is a “republic” not a
“democracy” in the first place – but the powers that be are
replacing either/both of those anyway…

The United Nations takeover of United States’ landmarks is
sending a clear message to newer generations – that the days
of the Constitution, the Bill of Rights, independence, and the
like are somehow gone – magically evaporated in the wake of a
new world order that no one voted for, only a tiny elite few
championed, and yet everyone is supposed to yield and submit
to.

Technocracy Rising: The Hard
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Road to World Order
Source:  The Corbett Report

 

 

Watch this video on BitChute / DTube / YouTube or Download the
mp4
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by Patrick Wood

 

In 1974, Trilateral Commission member and academic Richard
Gardner wrote an article “The Hard Road to World Order” for
Foreign  Affairs  magazine,  predicting  the  future  of  the
Commission’s self-proclaimed New International Economic Order.
Gardner spoke of an “end-run around national sovereignty”, a
“booming, buzzing confusion” and building it from the “bottom
up” rather than attempting an “old-fashioned frontal assault.”

After almost 45 years, it is time to examine the record. In
Technocracy: The Hard Road to World Order, Wood traces the
steps  and  developments  that  led  to  the  United  Nations’
establishment of Sustainable Development as an outgrowth of
historic Technocracy from the 1930s. UN programs such as 2030
Agenda, New Urban Agenda and the Paris Climate Agreement are
all  working  together  to  displace  Capitalism  and  Free
Enterprise  as  the  world’s  principal  economic  system.

As a resource-based economic system, Sustainable Development
intends to take control of all resources, all production and
all  consumption  on  planet  earth,  leaving  all  of  its
inhabitants to be micro-managed by a Scientific Dictatorship.
Topics covered include the devolution of federal governments
combined  with  the  rise  of  global  Smart  Cities.  Tools  are
examined,  like  ubiquitous  surveillance,  collaborative
governance,  Public-Private  Partnerships,  Reflexive  Law,
Fintech, including crypto currencies and the drive toward a
cashless society.

The  spiritual  aspect  of  Sustainable  Development  is  also
explored as an important component of manipulation. Looking
underneath the cover of globalization, Wood shatters the false
narrative of a promised Utopia and exposes the true nature of
the deception used to promote this new economic order.

Those elite who hate the bedrock of American liberty and its

https://amzn.to/2CUGPls


time-tested Constitution have pulled out all the stops to
destroy both, and it’s time for citizens to stand up to reject
them. As always, Wood closes with the nature of effective
resistance and the tools that can help to achieve success.

 

Brussels Becomes First Major
City to Halt 5G Due to Health
Effects
Source:  Take Back Your Power

by Josh del Sol Beaulieu
April 2, 2019

 

Great news. A Belgian government minister has announced that
Brussels is halting its 5G plans due to health effects.

The statement was made by Céline Fremault, the Minister of the
Government  of  the  Brussels-Capital  Region,  responsible  for
Housing, Quality of Life, Environment and Energy. From an
interview last Friday, with L’Echo:
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“I cannot welcome such technology if the radiation standards,
which must protect the citizen, are not respected, 5G or not.
The people of Brussels are not guinea pigs whose health I can
sell at a profit. We cannot leave anything to doubt.”

– Céline Fremault, Minister of the Government (Brussels-
Captial Region), responsible for Housing, Quality of Life,
Environment and Energy

Ms. Fremault accurately identified that a 5G pilot project is
not compatible with Belgian radiation safety standards (9 V/m,
or 95 mW/m2 according to this online converter), and stated
that  she  does  not  intend  to  make  an  exception.  (In  the
Building Biology guidelines, the threshold for extreme concern
is  1  mW/m2.  However,  many  government  agencies  still  only
consider thermal effects, instead of the cumulative body of
thousands of peer-reviewed scientific studies.)

Perhaps with Brussels heading up the European Union, and with
one of the two major 5G appeals being addressed to the EU,
officials there are better informed and motivated to protect
themselves.

May support increase for Ms. Fremault and all officials who
are hearing the call to sanity and prioritizing the people
over the technocratic oligarchy.

2-MINUTE  ACTION:  To  send  a  brief  note  of  support  to  Ms.
Fremault, go here; and to Brussels city councilors, go here.
Encourage them of the importance to keep this ban permanent,
despite industry’s forthcoming pressure.

 

The 5G Situation in Summary

There is almost no question that a 5G-world would place us all
under  an  unprecedented  level  of  surveillance  and  control;
granting unheard-of powers to soulless corporate algorithms.

https://www.powerwatch.org.uk/science/unitconversion.asp
https://hbelc.org/pdf/standards/sbm2008.pdf
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That should be enough to permanently delete the agenda right
there, filed under “useful technology gone bad.”

Though perhaps an even bigger question for our time is: does
5G pose a major threat to all biological life? The independent
evidence overwhelmingly indicates that it does.

That is, unless you ask wireless industry sources, who own the
FCC and who recently put out this CNBC propaganda/commercial
in a thinly-veiled attempt to quash pushback.

The talking heads of the wireless industry even brashly admit
— when forced, in a US senate hearing — that they have not
done any safety studies… and they don’t plan to.

The fact is, hundreds of scientists are trying everything to
sound the alarm.

One such voice, Dr. Martin Pall, the WSU Professor Emeritus
whose research actually lays out the mechanism of how wireless
radiation causes harm in our cells, calls 5G “the stupidest
idea in the history of the world.”

However, within the corporatized halls of government, there is
a well-worn pattern of voices of reason being drowned out by
the frothed frenzy of technocratic corporations, who envision
5G as an unprecedented economic opportunity for the full-on
commercial exploitation of reality.

https://ehtrust.org/key-issues/cell-phoneswireless/5g-networks-iot-scientific-overview-human-health-risks/
https://ehtrust.org/key-issues/cell-phoneswireless/5g-networks-iot-scientific-overview-human-health-risks/
http://ethics.harvard.edu/files/center-for-ethics/files/capturedagency_alster.pdf
http://ethics.harvard.edu/files/center-for-ethics/files/capturedagency_alster.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ag1hkv2Upww
https://youtu.be/ekNC0J3xx1w?t=156
https://www.5gspaceappeal.org
https://www.collective-evolution.com/2019/02/19/5g-is-the-stupidest-idea-in-the-history-of-the-world-washington-state-biochemistrymedical-science-prof/
https://www.collective-evolution.com/2019/02/19/5g-is-the-stupidest-idea-in-the-history-of-the-world-washington-state-biochemistrymedical-science-prof/
https://youtu.be/OMxfffqyDtc?t=173
https://youtu.be/OMxfffqyDtc?t=173


But 5G pushback is starting to get viral. The compilation of
truth assembled in videos on 5G like this one provides a much-
needed  reality-check  on  the  shocking  state  of  greed  and
depravation among the agenda-pushers in our world.

While it may sound stark, after observing this for a long
while, to me it honestly now appears that those pushing this
agenda are stuck in a type of hive-mind syndrome, so frenzied
with  dollar-signs  and  “us-versus-them”  progress-obsessions
that they are in a mode incapable of self-corrective thought.
Or at the very least, incapable of seeing where all of this is
obviously heading — for them and their kids, too.

When the industry sheep are being presented with an avalanche
of scientific evidence for a catastrophe-in-the-making, and
yet they refuse to listen and instead continue to tow the
profit-pushing  line,  what  becomes  visible  is  the  shadow-
expression of utter disdain for life. That may sound harsh,
but I encourage you to consider this deeply.

Perhaps it’s the global, unconscious ‘death wish’ that is at
the core of the 5G push. Perhaps this is also at the core of
the desire to darkly exit the human condition via AI and
transhumanism. Apparently this thought-form sees its escape
and salvation through technology, instead of through humanity
and/or our connection with divinity.

In  any  case,  to  any  sane  human  with  normal  values,  the
situation is indeed bewildering. Though once we get over the
distress, we are called into a kind of soul-led response.
Perhaps it’s first a resolve to be sovereign in our thoughts,
and to be steward of our mind. Then, inspiration and true
Connectedness come when we become involved in manifesting the
bigger solution — the choice of a positive future.

On this path, our root challenge is to remember: the power in
our individual reality is truly within each of us, because who
we are is not limited to the realms of duality and separation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6EFXvbugLsE


that we experience here.

Where You Live: The Pushback Against 5G is Going Viral

While Brussels becomes the first major international city to
block 5G, dozens of local governments have passed legislation
to prevent or restrict 5G rollouts due to health effects.
Environmental Health Trust lists legislation from 21 local
governments in the USA.

And on March 13, the Portland (OR) city council demanded that
the FCC update its research on the health and environmental
impacts of 5G.

Websites such as EMF Safety Network, WhatIs5G.info and My
Street,  My  Choice  provides  guidelines  for  how  to  put  the
brakes on 5G where you live.

This  industry-promoted  summary  of  state-by-state  5G
legislative actions is also useful, and gives an insight into
their modus operandi.

Below is a partial list of resources where you can learn more
and get involved. We applaud everyone out there who is taking
the reins and leading from their heart.

https://ehtrust.org/usa-city-ordinances-to-limit-and-control-wireless-facilities-small-cells-in-rights-of-ways/
https://ehtrust.org/usa-city-ordinances-to-limit-and-control-wireless-facilities-small-cells-in-rights-of-ways/
https://news.streetroots.org/2019/03/15/portland-city-council-votes-fcc-action-5g-research
http://emfsafetynetwork.org/how-to-oppose-small-cell-5g-towers/
https://whatis5g.info/small-cells/
http://mystreetmychoice.com
http://mystreetmychoice.com
https://broadbandnow.com/report/5g-small-cell-deployment-state-laws/
https://broadbandnow.com/report/5g-small-cell-deployment-state-laws/


Brussels story – sources:
Brussels Times
L’echo [English translation here]
Bruzz.be [English translation here]

Scientific Evidence on 5G Harm
EHTrust:  Scientific  Research  on  5G,  Small  Cells  and
Health
Dr. Martin Pall’s free e-book: “5G: Compelling Evidence
for  Eight  Distinct  Types  of  Great  Harm  Caused  by
Electromagnetic Field (EMF) Exposures and the Mechanism
that Causes Them” (PDF, 90 pages)
Dr.  Joel  Moskowitz:  “5G  Wireless  Technology:  Cutting
Through the Hype“
Electric Sense: “5G Radiation Dangers – 11 Reasons To Be
Concerned“
Health resources summary from WhatIs5G.info
Health resources summary from TelecomPowerGrab.com
EMF interview by Luke Storey: Dr. Jack Kruse
SaferEMR: Summary 400 new EMF scientific studies, Aug
2016 to present (EMF in general)
Research from Magda Havas
News from Clear Light Ventures
Articles from BN Frank at ActivistPost

Grassroots Communities & Organizations
Note: Several of the organizations listed below are still
promoting  actions  limited  to  contacting  your  elected
representatives and pleading for help. With that being said,
there is a resounding increase in awareness that a firmer
response is now required.

5G Space Appeal: An International Appeal to Stop 5G on
Earth and In Space (sign it)
Environmental Health Trust

http://www.brusselstimes.com/brussels/14753/radiation-concerns-halt-brussels-5g-for-now
https://www.lecho.be/entreprises/telecom/Celine-Fremault-La-5G-Les-Bruxellois-ne-sont-pas-des-souris-de-laboratoire/10112569
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=&sl=fr&tl=en&u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.lecho.be%2Fentreprises%2Ftelecom%2Fsur-la-5g-celine-fremault-a-une-attitude-court-termiste-els-ampe%2F10112979.html
https://www.bruzz.be/milieu/5g-komt-er-voorlopig-niet-brusselaars-zijn-geen-proefkonijnen-2019-04-01
https://translate.google.com/translate?sl=nl&tl=en&u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bruzz.be%2Fmilieu%2F5g-komt-er-voorlopig-niet-brusselaars-zijn-geen-proefkonijnen-2019-04-01
https://ehtrust.org/scientific-research-on-5g-and-health/
https://ehtrust.org/scientific-research-on-5g-and-health/
https://takebackyourpower.net/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/5g-emf-hazards-dr-martin-l.-pall-eu-emf2018-6-11us3.pdf
https://takebackyourpower.net/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/5g-emf-hazards-dr-martin-l.-pall-eu-emf2018-6-11us3.pdf
https://takebackyourpower.net/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/5g-emf-hazards-dr-martin-l.-pall-eu-emf2018-6-11us3.pdf
https://takebackyourpower.net/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/5g-emf-hazards-dr-martin-l.-pall-eu-emf2018-6-11us3.pdf
https://www.saferemr.com/2017/11/5g-wireless-technology-cutting-through.html
https://www.saferemr.com/2017/11/5g-wireless-technology-cutting-through.html
https://www.electricsense.com/12399/5g-radiation-dangers/
https://www.electricsense.com/12399/5g-radiation-dangers/
https://whatis5g.info/health/
https://www.telecompowergrab.org/science.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5W6x7EsE8C4
http://bit.ly/EMF180925
http://bit.ly/EMF180925
http://magdahavas.com
http://www.clearlightventures.com/blog/
https://www.activistpost.com/tag/bn-frank
https://www.5gspaceappeal.org
https://www.5gspaceappeal.org
https://ehtrust.org


Parents For Safe Technology
Physicians For Safe Technology
EMF Safety Network (California)
Our Town, Our Choice
Americans For Responsible Technology
InPower Movement Episode 1: A Mass Action of Liability
Scientists For Wired Technology
Dr Jack Kruse (website & community)

“UN Staff Member: 5G Is War on Humanity” (6 mins, 2019)
Documents the UN Secretary General being notified of harm from
5G and wireless proliferation.

The  Truth  about  British
Royals
by Chris Everard
Source

 

https://youtu.be/gL55GOmd2H8

 

QUEEN VICTORIA’S grandchildren all married each other, and
many of her children were psychopaths. One of her favourite
grandchildren was Prince Carl Eduard Coburg who attended Eton
and was a British Prince who was a member of the Order of the
Garter. He was sent to Germany and installed as a General in
the  armed  forces,  and  he  then  set  about  conscripting  the
youngest and fittest of German society who he then commanded
and killed on battlefields of the First World War.

http://www.parentsforsafetechnology.org
https://mdsafetech.org
http://emfsafetynetwork.org
http://ourtownourchoice.org
https://www.americansforresponsibletech.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NtIYFCjUTSo
http://scientists4wiredtech.com
https://jackkruse.com
https://truthcomestolight.com/the-truth-about-british-royals/
https://truthcomestolight.com/the-truth-about-british-royals/
https://lightonconspiracies.com/the-truth-about-british-royals/
https://youtu.be/gL55GOmd2H8


It was Prince Carl Eduard Coburg and his uncle, the Kaiser,
who  caused  millions  of  people  to  be  gassed  and  murdered
between 1914-1918. On the other side of the first world war
battlefields was his cousin – King George V – commanding the
British  troops  and  overseeing  the  first  use  of  Chemical
Weapons such as Mustard Gas and Chlorine bombs. Both these men
were  British  Royals,  educated  at  the  British  tax  payers’
expense,  both  these  men  were  directly  related  to  Queen
Victoria, they were both psychopaths…

They were both members of the Order of the Garter. They were
both raised at Buckingham Palace.

Within just 19 years of the end of the first world war, the
‘Third Reich’ had been invented, and a former victim of a
mustard gas attack, Adolf Hitler, whose real family name is
Schikelgruber, was employed by Prince Carl Eduard Coburg to be
the front-man in the second world war.

Heinrich Himmler was the 2nd in command, and the god-son of
Prince Heinrich of Bavaria – but the main psychopath in charge
of  operations  was  Prince  Carl  Eduard  Coburg.  The  Duke  of
Edinburgh’s  sisters  married  senior  NAZI  officers  who  were
Princes  and  also  descendants  of  Queen  Victoria.  This
incestuous  cabal  of  kings,  princes  and  dukes  then  stage-
managed and funded the NAZI party and are responsible for
killing 45 million+ people.

The sheer scale and audacity of this psychopathic masterplan
shocked Hitler, who said “Today I met the Antichrist – he was
cruel  and  intrepid  and  he  frightened  me!”  following  his
meeting with the British Prince Carl Eduard Coburg.

Much  of  what  I  have  just  written  has  been  deliberately
airbrushed  from  the  history  books.  The  E.U.  undemocratic
superstate  government  is  the  end-game  in  this  masterplan,
devised and funded by royal psychopaths.

No wonder Buckingham Palace have not uttered a word about how



British people’s rights have been taken away bit-by-bit by the
E.U. – the E.U. is their long-term plan – to grab and control
the ancient nations of Europe, to mortally inflict high rates
of VAT on all small businesses, and to engineer yet more wars
where  the  brightest,  youngest  and  fittest  die  on  the
battlefields.

One Card to Rule Them All
by  Truthstream Media
June 21, 2018

 

 

A parody based on our last video… https://youtu.be/2frpU6nkb_I

Please  help  support  us  on  Patreon,  read  our  goals  here:
https://www.patreon.com/truthstreammedia

Truthstream  Can  Be  Found  Here:  Website:
http://TruthstreamMedia.com

Catherine  Austin  Fitts:
Global  Control  &  the  Black

https://truthcomestolight.com/one-card-to-rule-them-all/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVEaFSr-jdTa_QE4PPSkVJw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2frpU6nkb_I
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?v=Kf7sY_JNQLI&event=video_description&q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.patreon.com%2Ftruthstreammedia&redir_token=KOPj_7f7o0wYIX0J0v2Zxc2VsC18MTUyOTY3MDgyMEAxNTI5NTg0NDIw
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?v=Kf7sY_JNQLI&event=video_description&q=http%3A%2F%2FTruthstreamMedia.com&redir_token=KOPj_7f7o0wYIX0J0v2Zxc2VsC18MTUyOTY3MDgyMEAxNTI5NTg0NDIw
https://truthcomestolight.com/global-control-grid-the-black-budget/
https://truthcomestolight.com/global-control-grid-the-black-budget/


Budget
Source: DarkJournalist
Published on Jun 15, 2018

 

 

Exclusive  Part  2  with  Former  Assistant  Housing  Secretary
Catherine Austin Fitts on Control 101:
Stunning Black Budget Corruption!
Who or What is in Control of the World?
Catherine Austin Fitts from The Solari Report goes in depth on
the various hidden systems of control being rolled out in 2018
by nefarious covert forces controlling financial, political,
cultural and technological issues!

TOPICS:
* Black Budget
* Mind Control
* Financial Coup
* Control Files
* Covert Surveillance
* Media Manipulation
* Entrainment Technologies
*UFO Technology

http://www.DarkJournalist.com

https://truthcomestolight.com/global-control-grid-the-black-budget/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqOdHprLVQnHhE8FmIY3Yzg
http://www.DarkJournalist.com


Catherine  Austin  Fitts  on
Global Control & Bitcoin
by  DarkJournalist
May 25, 2018

 

 

Daniel  Liszt  interviews  former  Assistant  Housing  Secretary
Catherine Austin Fitts on the Black Budget.

If we can’t talk about reality, how are we going to deal with
reality?

I’ve been doing due diligence on Bitcoin, digital currencies,
and was really inspired by a series of events to do a serious
– the kind of due diligence that an investment advisor or an
investment banker is required by professional standards to
do… and then I sat down and I said, you know this really is
as bad as I thought…

So Mr. Global is getting all the freedom fighters to invent
his digial currency mechanisms and transactions. You know
it’s many things, it’s complex… But I ran into so many
wonderful people who were adamant that somehow – that the
cryptocurrency  revolution  was  going  to  solve  all  of  our
problems. And they didn’t understand that when you have a
government  structure  that  is  invisible,  does  not  have
integrity, and is controlling you through physical force,
there is no such thing as a financial solution to that.
Because  if  I  control  the  physical  world,  I  control  the
hardware, I control the train tracks, I control the cables
that go underneath the ocean, I control the satellites in the
sky, I’m in control...

https://truthcomestolight.com/black-budget-bitcoin-mind-control/
https://truthcomestolight.com/black-budget-bitcoin-mind-control/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqOdHprLVQnHhE8FmIY3Yzg


The whole point for me in Control 101 was to try to reach
into the minds of so many wonderful people and help them come
back to coherence about how control works. You know, control
in our world runs by force, physical force. That’s why we
spend  more  than  a  trillion  dollars  a  year  on  military
hardware and budgets. It’s run by force…

…digital currencies and digital payment systems will be used
to control us. What I think the bankers want is they want
everybody chipped and entrained… They want “Daniel, here’s
your chip and if you don’t behave, we’re turning off your
money.”…

I think we are building the train tracks of our own control…

My  one  rule  is  my  most  precious  asset  is  my  time  and
attention. And I’m only going to invest in things which give
life = both give life to the people I serve and give life to
me. If I see something as ultimately developing the train
tracks of control, I don’t want to contribute.

–– Catherine Austin Fitts

How to Fake an Alien Invasion
How to Fake an Alien Invasion
by James Corbett, The Corbett Report
February 8, 2015

 

We all know about the crude pie-plate-on-string UFO hoaxes
that have been perpetrated in the past. But what if I were to

https://truthcomestolight.com/how-to-fake-an-alien-invasion/
https://truthcomestolight.com/how-to-fake-an-alien-invasion/
https://www.corbettreport.com/episode-301-how-to-fake-an-alien-invasion/
https://www.corbettreport.com/episode-301-how-to-fake-an-alien-invasion/


tell you the greatest UFO hoax of all time is being prepared
right  now,  and  it  has  Rockefeller  backing  and
UN/Vatican/presidential support? Join us this week as we peek
under the bluebeam curtain at the great alien invasion false
flag. – James Corbett

Watch on BitChute / Minds / Odysee / YouTube or Download the
mp4

Transcript and Sources:
James Corbett: Welcome back to The Corbett Report ladies and
gentlemen,  I’m  your  host  James  Corbett  of
corbettreport.com podcasting to you as always from the sunny
climes of western Japan, here on this 5th day of February
2015.

Welcome to Episode 301 of the Corbett Report – How to Fake an
Alien Invasion.

Now you better be careful who’s watching over your shoulder
today  because  we’re  about  to  broach  one  of  the  most  top
secret, ultra-classified pieces of information in the entire
conspiracy pantheon. A subject so sensitive that it’s mere
exposure threatens to topple the power-pyramid itself and, as
a  result,  is  never  talked  about  in  the  establishment
mouthpiece  media.  I’m  referring  of  course  to  the  topic
of…[whispers] aliens.

“Just what was in the skies over Jerusalem and why did it
stop over one of the most treasured sites in Christianity?”

(Source:  Female  Anchor  Scared  Of  UFO  Sighting  Over
Jerusalem’s Dome Of The Rock – Time Reference: 01:29)

“We bring you this special radio television broadcast in
order to give you the very latest information on an amazing
phenomenon, the arrival of a spaceship in Washington. The
army has taken every precaution to meet any emergency which
may develop. Just a minute ladies and gentlemen, I think

https://www.bitchute.com/video/zmUCMX9KI9Am
https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1134276135513169920
https://odysee.com/@corbettreport:0/alieninvasion:a
https://youtu.be/pM4tkJGSSaU
https://www.corbettreport.com/mp4/ep301.mp4
https://www.corbettreport.com/mp4/ep301.mp4
http://corbettreport.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=27x5n2ZVgvE&t=1m29s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=27x5n2ZVgvE&t=1m29s


something is happening…”

(Source: Day the Earth Stood Still Trailer | Time Reference:
01:39)

“What’s hovering over Salt Lake City? Is it a a rocket? A
blimp? A UFO?”

(Source: A Giant UFO Over Salt Lake City | Time Reference:
02:06)

PRESENTER: “Former government UFO expert is warning that
Britain  is  wide  open  to  alien  visitors  and  that  the
consequences of not monitoring extraterrestrials could be
huge. Nick Pope, who resigned from the Ministry of Defense
UFO Project, says the department looking into UFOs has all
but closed down and despite a higher number of credible
sightings. Lets speak to Nick Pope, he joins us in the
studio…”

(Source: BBC Warns of Alien Invasion | Time Reference: 02:11)

PRESENTER: “…you want to meet this guy. Joining us now are
team leader James Fox: one of the nation’s top UFO experts
and Erin Ryder who is in charge of tech and recon for this
series, good morning to both of you”
This is a ufologist? Is that what the actual…?
So they say” “OK” [laughter]”

(Source: CBS: UFO’s Mounting Preponderance of Evidence &
Government Cover Up! | Time Reference: 02:36)

“AWA 517 do you want to report a UFO? over
Negative we don’t want a report.
Aries31 do you wish to report a UFO? over
Negative we don’t want one of those either.
Aries31 do you wish to file a report of any kind? over
I wouldn’t know what kind of report to file, centre
Aries31..me  neither.  I’ll  try  to  track  traffic  at

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OfpSXI8_UpY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ESgP0HzIntk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pV11e1J8bgI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5_xQf6_Fvig
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5_xQf6_Fvig


destination.  over.”

(Source: Close Encounters of the Third Kind – Indianapolis
Air  Traffic  Control  detects  the  UFO’s  |  Time  Reference:
02:49)

“While the family knows their story sounds of this world,
they are convinced they witnessed a close encounter and will
be keeping a watchful eye on the sky.

I think we’re definitely believers now.”

(Source: UFO near San Diego – El Cajon, California – CBS
News | Time Reference: 03:20)

Sorry my mistake, my mistake, no – this is clearly a subject
that  is  propounded  time  and  again  ad  nauseam  in  the
establishment mouthpiece media . That same media that we know
is lying to us about most major world events, either through
direct  lying  or  lying  by  omission.  So  why  are  they  not
omitting this little idea from the cultural context? Why are
they constantly returning to the idea of ‘alien presence’,
‘alien cover-up’, ‘alien invasion’, ‘alien threat’?

Why is this propounded so often, not just in the news media
but of course also in those cultural-entertainment productions
that I hope we understand are, at the end, a product of the
culture-creation  industry  that  has  been  predictably
programming us, again for decades, generations perhaps, to
accept various memes and ideas including of course this idea
of  ‘alien  invasion’,  ‘alien  threat’  and  the  fallout  and
consequences thereof, which again is a theme that has been
returned to time, and time, and time, and time, and time again
for the better part of the century by this point. It’s almost
as if the billionaire power players at the top of this pyramid
are actually connected to an idea to implant this idea of
alien invasion in the public consciousness for the purpose of
manipulating  public  opinion,  and  that’s  because…  they  are

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mXiCKn1HCR4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mXiCKn1HCR4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zxD2uvAcCN0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zxD2uvAcCN0


connected to such an agenda, demonstrably so.

“Ladies and gentlemen, here is the latest bulletin from the
Intercontinental Radio News. Toronto, Canada: Professor Morse
of  McGill  University  reports  observing  a  total  of  three
explosions on the planet Mars, between the hours of 7:45 PM
and 9:20 PM, eastern standard time. This confirms earlier
reports received from American observatories. Now, nearer
home, comes a special bulletin from Trenton, New Jersey. It
is reported that at 8:50 PM a huge, flaming object, believed
to be a meteorite, fell on a farm in the neighborhood of
Grovers Mill, New Jersey, twenty-two miles from Trenton. The
flash in the sky was visible within a radius of several
hundred miles and the noise of the impact was heard as far
north as Elizabeth.”

(Source: “War of the Worlds” 1938 Radio Broadcast | Time
Reference: 05:04)

NARRATOR: “Orson Welles’ War of the Worlds.Never before had a
radio broadcast provoked such outrage, or such chaos. Upwards
of a million people convinced, if only briefly, that the
United States was being laid waste by alien invaders, and a
nation left to wonder how they possibly could’ve been so
gullible.

By a quarter past eight eastern time, telephones were ringing
madly all across the country, as concerned Americans tried to
determine the whereabouts of relatives, warn friends and
acquaintances, and most of all, corroborate what they were
hearing.

Man on the phone (archival): City Desk. A what?? Wait a
minute.

NARRATOR:  For  the  next  several  hours,  newspapers,  radio
stations and police precincts from coast to coast would be
swamped with calls.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OzC3Fg_rRJM


Man on the phone (archival): Well I can’t help that ma’am, we
just don’t know anything about it. Did I say something about
a quiet Sunday evening?
Second man (archival): What’s going on anyway?

NARRATOR: Soon, strange bulletins began coming in over the
press service wires. In Bergenfield, New Jersey, just north
of Grovers Mill, some 20 families turned up at a police
station, with all of their household possessions piled into
their cars. In Indianapolis, a woman rushed the pulpit in a
Methodist church, shouting that the end of the world had
come. And in Washington state, a spectacularly ill-timed
power  failure  plunged  the  small  town  of  Concrete  into
darkness , and sent terrified residents fleeing into the
mountains.

Announcer, The War of the Worlds (archival audio): The battle
which took place tonight at Grover Mills has ended in one of
the most startling defeats ever suffered by an army in modern
times; 7,000 men armed with rifles and machine guns pitted
against a single fighting machine of the invaders from Mars.
One hundred and twenty known survivors…

Seymour Charles Hayden, Sunland, California (actor): Well, my
wife she came in, my wife, just wringing her hands and
wailing away, her eyeballs about to pop out on to her lap
going, “What is it? What is it? What could it be? Is it the
Germans?” Well, she hadn’t heard that word ‘Martians’, but I
had.

Announcer, The War of the Worlds (archival audio):…a brief
statement informing us that the charred body of Carl Phillips
has been identified in a Trenton hospital.
David Roepik, Journalist: We think that we’re really smart,
but  if  there’s  a  cue  out  there  that  could  possibly  be
dangerous,  we’re  going  to  react  to  it  protectively,
autonomically, instinctively, fear first, and reason and fact
second”



(Source:  War  of  the  Worlds:  The  Panic  Broadcast  |  PBS
America | Time Reference: 05:47)

Now I’m sure that the majority of the listening and viewing
audience will be familiar with the story of Orson Welles’
infamous 1938 radio dramatization of the famous H.G. Wells
novel The War of the Worlds, and the resulting hysteria and
panic that ensued, driving people insane, believing there to
be a real alien invasion taking place and farmers running out
into the fields shooting at grain silos and the like, and that
story is a fascinating one for a number of reasons, namely
because  it  is  a  confluence  of  different  events  in  world
history at that time, that had an effect on shaping an entire
field of study, and of course this relates to the advent of
mass-communication  technologies  like  the  radio  which  was
still, to some extent, in its infancy as a broadcast medium at
that time, capable of reaching a nation as wide and diverse as
America and reaching however many millions of people at the
same time and inducing this kind of mass panic and psychosis,
and it is interesting to study in that regard and so it is not
surprising that it was immediately made the subject of such a
study funded by, who else, the Rockefellers. And we can take
more on this from a very very important article that was
published  on  globalresearch.ca  back  in  2012  –  Early
Psychological  Warfare  Research  and  the  Rockefeller
Foundation  by  Professor  James  Tracy.  Reading  from  that
article:

“The “founding fathers” of mass communication research could
not  have  established  their  field  without  Rockefeller
largesse. Alongside World War One propagandist and University
of Chicago political scientist Harold Lasswell, psychologist
Hadley Cantril was a principal contributor to the knowledge
and  information  that  helped  propel  Rockefeller-controlled
enterprises,  an  American  empire  in  the  postwar  era.
Throughout  this  period  Cantril  provided  the  Rockefeller
combine with important information and new techniques in

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7BJ9U4iZcxk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7BJ9U4iZcxk
http://www.globalresearch.ca/early-psychological-warfare-research-and-the-rockefeller-foundation/
http://www.globalresearch.ca/early-psychological-warfare-research-and-the-rockefeller-foundation/
http://www.globalresearch.ca/early-psychological-warfare-research-and-the-rockefeller-foundation/


public opinion measurement and management in Europe, Latin
American,  and  the  United  States.  A  roommate  of  Nelson
Rockefeller’s at Dartmouth College in the late 1920s, Cantril
took a doctorate in psychology at Harvard, coauthoring The
Psychology of Radio with his doctoral mentor Gordon Allport
in  1935.  “Radio  is  an  altogether  novel  medium  of
communication,” Cantril and Allport observed, “pre-eminent as
a means of social control and epochal in its influence upon
the mental horizons of men.

The work garnered the attention of Rockefeller Foundation
Humanities Division officer John Marshall, commissioned by
the Foundation with convincing commercial broadcasters to
include more educational programming into their advertiser-
driven  schedules.  To  this  end  Rockefeller  was  funding
fellowships at the CBS and NBC broadcasting networks.

Aware of the Dartmouth connection, Marshall encouraged the
enterprising Cantril to apply to the Foundation for support.
Cantril’s request resulted in a $67,000 grant for a two-year
charter of the “Princeton Radio Project” (PRP) at Princeton
University.  There  Cantril  proceeded  to  develop  studies
assessing radio’s effects on audiences. In 1938 Cantril also
became a founding editor of the Rockefeller Foundation-funded
Public Opinion Quarterly, an organ closely associated with US
government’s psychological warfare endeavors following World
War Two.

When  the  Princeton  venture  commenced  another  trained
psychologist close to Rockefeller, CBS Director of Research
Frank Stanton, was named PRP lead researcher but took a
secondary role of Associate Director due to his position at
the broadcast network. At this time Austrian émigré social
scientist Paul Lazarsfeld was recruited to join Cantril. Thus
Cantril, Stanton, and Lazarsfeld were closely affiliated and
ideally  positioned  to  embark  on  a  major  study  involving
public opinion and persuasion.



The opportunity for such an analysis presented itself when
CBS broadcast Orson Welles’ rendering of H.G. Wells’ War of
the Worlds on on October 30 1938. Lazarsfeld saw the event as
especially noteworthy and immediately asked Stanton for CBS
funds to investigate reaction to what at the time was the
largest immediate act of mass persuasion in human history.
Over the next several months interviews with War of the
Worlds listeners were collected, provided to Stanton at CBS,
and  subsequently  analyzed  in  Cantril’s  1940  study,  The
Invasion From Mars: A Study in the Psychology of Panic”

(Source:  Early  “Psychological  Warfare”  Research  and  the
Rockefeller Foundation | Time Reference: 09:46)

A fascinating little tidbit from history I trust that you’ll
agree and if you do I hope you’ll go and follow the link in
the show notes to that original article so you can continue
reading about Hadley Cantril’s adventures providing studies
and  information  about  psychological  persuasion  to  the
Rockefeller Foundation, and how that developed and contributed
to world psychological warfare techniques for the US Army and
things of that nature, but again I think it is interesting to
see this confluence of HG Wells’ War of the Worlds becoming a
radio dramatization which incites this mass panic, the largest
immediate act of mass persuasion in human history, that is
then studied by the Princeton Radio Project backed up by the
Rockefeller Foundation.

But you could argue that that’s a tangential connection or
just a coincidental connection, that this doesn’t mean that
the Rockefellers are interested in mass-persuasion in terms of
alien invasion per se, it’s just that that was the immediate
proximate cause of this particular study.

So you might fruitfully ask “Are there any connections between
the Rockefellers and this idea of faking an alien invasion or
an alien presence of some sort?” and the answer is…yes! Yes

http://www.globalresearch.ca/early-psychological-warfare-research-and-the-rockefeller-foundation/30594
http://www.globalresearch.ca/early-psychological-warfare-research-and-the-rockefeller-foundation/30594


there is such evidence…

“Mr. Rockefeller backed many UFO-related projects in the
period between the late 80s and 2000, but for the purposes of
this Hearing we will concentrate on his political initiatives
in these areas. Laurance Rockefeller’s first forays into
ufology started sometime in the late eighties through Dr.
Cecil B. Scott Jones, a parapsychologist and former U.S. Navy
Commander who had worked as Naval Attaché in Asia and at the
Naval Scientific and Technical Intelligence Center. Between
1985  and  1991,  Jones  was  Special  Assistant  to  Senator
Claiborne  Pell  (1918-2009),  the  powerful  Rhode  Island
Democrat Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee
(1987-1994) who was deeply interested in parapsychology, and
who many of you met personally. Sen. Pell was also friends
with Laurance Rockefeller and both served on the board of the
Human Potential Foundation, a small think tank launched in
1989 in Vienna, Virginia, by Jones to conduct “research into
all conditions of humankind: physiological, psychological and
spiritual”.

Many of the papers released by the White House’s OSTP come
from Scott Jones, who knew Dr. John Gibbons, a physicist who
worked for many years as Director of the Office of Technology
Assessment for the U.S. Congress and was appointed in 1993 by
the Clinton administration to direct the OSTP.

What was the exact turning point of Laurance Rockefeller’s
evolution from a general interest in consciousness studies
into  the  specific  area  of  UFOs  and  Extraterrestrial
Intelligence is still unclear, but the end of the Cold War
and  the  arrival  in  Washington  of  a  younger  generation
represented by Bill and Hillary Clinton are key factors. He
felt the time was ripe for a new and fresh approach into an
area  that  had  been  previously  dominated  by  a  Cold  War
mentality. Rockefeller recruited for this effort a long-time
associate, Henry L. Diamond, an environmental attorney from
Washington, DC whose links to the family went all the way



back  to  the  1960s  when  he  worked  with  Laurance  in  his
conservation activities. Diamond also knew John Gibbons and
so he was the right person to make the first contact with the
OSTP chief when he sent a Memorandum on March 29, 1993
requesting  a  meeting,  and  I’m  quoting  now  the  first
paragraph:

Laurance  S.  Rockefeller,  who  is  a  leading  U.S.
conservationist, businessman, and philanthropist, is anxious
to have a brief meeting with Dr. Gibbons to discuss the
potential  availability  of  government  information  about
unidentified flying objects and extraterrestrial life. As one
who  has  had  a  long-time  interest  in  environmental  and
spiritual  issues,  Mr.  Rockefeller,  with  other  leading
citizens,  is  planning  to  make  an  approach  to  President
Clinton on this subject…”

(Source:  The  Citizens  Hearing  on  Disclosure  April  29th
Antonio Huneeus | Time Reference: 14:07)

“I invite all of the political media, all media in general
but  certainly  the  political  media  ,  to  look  at  the
Rockefeller initiative it is one of the stories in American
history it’s one of the great political story certainly in
this or any other time. It is filled with amazing people who
are still around and still very powerful. At the time that
Rockefeller  approached,  through  his  attorney,  President
Clinton.  Clinton’s  key  adviser  or  one  of  his  very  key
advisors was John Podesta. The Chief of Staff at the time was
Leon Panetta. The wife of the president at the time was
Hillary Clinton. A good friend of the family at the time,
soon  to  be  Clinton’s  Secretary  of  Energy,  was  Bill
Richardson. This Initiative went on for six years. The press
completely ignored it, as if What’s the news there? It’s just
a billionaire Rockefeller trying to get the President to
release all of the files on these phenomena. Possibly put a
letter into every newspaper in the country, and release… and
basically end the Truth Embargo. There’s no news there.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QYjPM2lIBH4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QYjPM2lIBH4


(Source:  Citizens  Hearing  April  29th  Steven  Bassett
Rockefeller Initiative and John Podesta | Time Reference:
17:07 or Annotated Proceedings of the Citizen Hearing on
Disclosure – pdf)

Now  for  those  of  you  not  immersed  in  the  topic  of  the
disclosure movement you may not be familiar with some of these
names and faces but some of the main ones to take note of are,
of course, Dr Stephen Bassett who founded and ran something
called  the  Paradigm  Research  Group
at  paradigmresearchgroup.org.  He  defines  himself  as  a
political  activist,  lobbyist,  commentator,  the  executive
director of Paradigm Research Group and the Extra Terrestrial
Phenomena Politicalist Action Committee and executive producer
of the X Conference the Citizens Hearing on Disclosure and the
Congressional Hearing Initiative and Dr Steven Greer who runs
something  called  the  Disclosure  Project  and  he  describes
himself as the father of the ‘Disclosure Movement’ and the
person who presided over the groundbreaking National Press
Club Disclosure Event in May of 2001.

So these are some of the biggest names if not the biggest
names in this disclosure movement and, well, they don’t really
make a secret of the fact that the Rockefellers are, well
specifically Laurance Rockefeller was a big help in getting
this movement launched back in the mid 1990s and again we can
document this and in order to do so let’s turn to a very
important website which I will commend to your attention and I
hope that you guys out there have… well I know some of you
have already found and have emailed me about it. I have found
it myself and it seems that myself and the author of this
website  are  in  accord  on  a  number  of  political  views
especially the overall way in which the the BRICS and China
and Russia and other aspects of the ‘new world order’ system
are being used as the good cop in a ‘good cop/bad cop’ system,
but also on this subject of the UFO ‘disclosure movement’ in a
very important article called ‘Why are the Rockefellers and

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EP3eaKw29AU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EP3eaKw29AU
http://www.comufon.org/documents/CH%20Transcript%20day%201.pdf
http://www.comufon.org/documents/CH%20Transcript%20day%201.pdf
http://www.paradigmresearchgroup.org/stephenbassett.html
http://paradigmresearchgroup.org/
http://www.disclosureproject.org/presskit/sgbio.shtml


the Jesuits guiding the UFO disclosure movement at redefining
god.com, I will put the link in the show notes so you can go
and follow it but just reading from that article:

“The Rockefeller role in getting the disclosure ball rolling
is something of an open secret among the disclosure people,
the disclosuristas as I call them, on Stephen Bassett’s own
Research  Group  website,  a  specific  Rockefeller  effort
referred to as ‘The Rockefeller Initiative’ is openly touted.
The same effort is also touted on Steven Greer’s disclosure
project website as ‘Project Starlight’.

This letter from the Project Starlight Coalition was the
result of the historic as Asilomar California meeting that
Dr. Greer organized and Laurance Rockefeller paid for in June
1995,  just  before  Clinton’s  meeting  with  Rockefeller  in
August 1995.”

Source: Why are the Rockefellers and the Jesuits guiding the
UFO Disclosure Movement? | Time Reference: 20:06)

So who is Laurance Rockefeller ? Well according to Laurance
Rockefellers biography, in 1937 he inherited his grandfather’s
seat on the New York Stock Exchange. He served as Founding
Trustee of the Rockefeller Brothers’ Fund for 42 years from
its inception in 1940 to 1982. During this time he also served
as president 1958 to 1968, and later its chairman 1968 to
1980, for 22 years, longer than any other leader in the fund’s
history. He was also a founding trustee of the Rockefeller
Family Fund from 1967 to 1977.

So not only was Laurance deeply involved in the financial
industry,  but  he  was  also  among  the  founders  of  the
Rockefeller Brothers Fund and the Rockefeller Family Fund.
These funds are notorious for advancing globalist aims under
the pretense of ‘philanthropy’. Laurance also served on the
Rockefeller Brothers Fund’s ‘Special Studies Project’

http://redefininggod.com/2014/10/why-are-the-rockefellers-and-the-jesuits-guiding-the-ufo-disclosure-movement/
http://redefininggod.com/2014/10/why-are-the-rockefellers-and-the-jesuits-guiding-the-ufo-disclosure-movement/


Now, I’ll let you continue reading about that special studies
project and the interesting fact that even now, four decades
after the publication of the final report the ‘Prospect for
America: The Rockefeller Panel Reports’. Certain sections of
that report are still classified, which is interesting in and
of itself, but there are also screenshots of some of the pages
of this report here in this very important article talking
about how they are steering America towards shaping a ‘new
world order’ and things that you would expect to find in a
typical Rockefeller study.

I  suppose  the  point  here  is  to  emphasize  that  Laurance
Rockefeller,  of  course  very  much  in  the  heart  of  the
Rockefeller  matrix,  pushing  this  global-government  agenda
which  David  Rockefeller  so  gleefully  admitted  to  in  his
memoirs, as I’m sure we all know or we all should know by now,
and I would again suggest you go to see this original article
if for no other reason than to click on such things as ‘The
Rockefeller  Initiative’  or  the  Disclosure  Project’s  own
‘Projects Starlight’ page where you can browse through and see
all of the main characters who are connected through this
initiative, that ran from 1993 to 1996 including of course
President Clinton and Laurance Rockefeller along with Hillary
and Dr. John Gibbons and John Podesta and vice president Al
Gore and all this other cast of Congress critters and very
unsavoury characters including of course Dr. Steven Greer, the
aforementioned father of the disclosure movement. And again
all of these letters are archived here online so you can go
and  read  through  them  all  and  the  various  correspondence
between some of the players including Laurance Rockefeller and
John Gibbons and Laurance Rockefeller and the Clintons.

I mean this is a pretty interesting and openly admitted non-
secret that the disclosure movement was really launched with
the  aid  of  Laurance  Rockefeller  and  the  Clinton
administration,  so  I  think  that  should  at  least  get  our
antennas up towards the possibility that this is going to be



used towards the furtherance of some sort of staged or faked
alien invasion .

Now that again sounds like an outlandish prospect to those
poor souls coming in from mainstream-medialand who are just
landing on this site randomly. I hope that you will be able to
at least appreciate that there might be a reason why the very
rich and powerful and well-connected would be interested in
doing something as ridiculous and outlandish, I agree with you
there,  as  staging  some  sort  of  ‘alien  threat’,  ‘alien
presence’ – whatever it may be. But, there are reasons why
this  might  be  done  and  these  aren’t  reasons  we  have  to
speculate on. We can find all of the usual suspects talking
about these reasons in all of the usual places, and of course
the  big  ones:  global  religion;  global  finance  and  global
government,  uniting  the  world  around  this  perceived  alien
threat.

“What is exceptional is that the Vatican was taking very
seriously what science might tell us, about the possibility
of extraterrestrial intelligent life-forms. That’s what the
conference was about. I can’t tell you that the Vatican found
any alien life, I don’t think that’s what they were looking
for but they were taking very seriously, the issue.”

(Source: Alien Life: Vatican and NASA Now Talking | Time
Reference: 24:59)

“We probably won’t be seeing aliens at mass anytime soon, but
the Vatican’s chief astronomer does say that there could
exist other forms of life outside Earth, and he says if they
do exist they are God’s creatures.”

(Source: The Vatican’s Take on Aliens? | Time Reference:
25:22)

INTERVIEWER: “So how does this actually work? When Discovery
decided they were going to do a show on alien invasions, your
phone rings because you’re on the, sort of, speed dial for

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Uu4zX8S2Kc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8gB7QhHcYIE


theoretical physicists who can help them do the war game for
how this might play out?

DR. MICHIO KAKU: Well believe it or not we physicists have
actually  studied  the  question  of  what  happens  if  we  do
encounter a hostile advanced civilization that space, and
Hollywood  gets  it  all  wrong.  Hollywood  assumes  that  the
aliens are maybe a hundred years more advanced than us, and
if only we had a secret weapon we could defeat the aliens.
Wrong. Either the aliens don’t bother with us because we’re
simply too primitive, or if they do invade it’ll be more like
Bambi versus Godzilla.”

(Source: Dr. Michio Kaku: How to Survive an ALIEN INVASION |
Time Reference: 25:34)

“Now the United Nations is getting ready for contact with
aliens from outer space . This is Mazlan Othman. She’s out of
Malaysia.  She  will  be  plant  earth’s  first  interstellar
diplomat.”

(Source: UN Appoints Ambassador for Aliens | Time Reference:
26:14)

MAZLAN OTHMAN: “First I have to categorically deny that I was
appointed or will be appointed the ambassador for aliens, the
ambassador for the United Nations for aliens.
No, the committee is not discussing this very… this subject
matter but yes I was in the UK to attend a meeting which I
can quote to you called ‘Towards a Scientific and Societal
Agenda on Extraterrestrial Life ‘which is why this whole
thing came about, because the British press caught hold of
the fact that I was going to be at this meeting, and I was on
a panel that was discussing… they call it the Great Panel
Debate. I like that name, it’s extraterrestrial life and
arising political issues for the UN Agenda””

(Source: Ambassador” Rumour not True says Scientist | Time
Reference: 26:26)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K_YtXcPm3xU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ecj9tI5W1gE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7_MzG3TG0oE


PAUL KRUGMAN: “It’s very hard to get inflation in a depressed
economy but if you had a program of government spending plus
an expansionary policy by the Fed you could get that. So if
you think about using all of these things together you could
accomplish a great deal.

If we discovered that, you know, space aliens were planning
to attack and we needed a massive build-up to counter this
space  alien  threat  and  really  that  inflation  and  budget
deficits took secondary place to that, this lump would be
over in 18 months, and then if we discovered “Woops we’ve
made a mistake there actually aren’t any..”

PROF. KENNETH ROGOF: We need Orson Welles is what you’re
saying…

PAUL KRUGMAN: No there was a Twilight Zone episode like this
in which, er, scientists fake an alien threat in order to
achieve world peace, well this time we don’t need it we need
it in order to get some fiscal stimulus.”

(Source: Krugman calls for space aliens to fix U S economy |
Time Reference: 27:18)

RONALD  REAGAN:  “Perhaps  we  need  some  outside  universal
threat,  to  make  us  recognize  this  common  bond  .  I
occasionally  think  how  quickly  our  differences  worldwide
would vanish if we were facing an alien threat from outside
this world.”

(Source: Reagan’s ALIEN speech to UN | Time Reference: 28:02)

“And should we win, the day the 4th of July will no longer be
known as an American holiday but as the day when the world
declared with one voice ” We will not go quietly into the
night, we will not vanish without a fight, we’re going to
live  on  we’re  going  to  survive.  Today  we  celebrate  our
independence day.””

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jaED2ErdIv8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ag44dRO8LEA


(Source: Independence Day | Time Reference: 28:22)

JIMMY KIMMEL: “If you saw there were aliens there would you
tell us?

BILL CLINTON: Yeah.

JIMMY KIMMEL: You would?

BILL CLINTON: I think, look. What do we know? We know now we
live  in  an  ever-expanding  universe.  We  know  there  are
billions of stars and planets literally out there. And the
universe is getting bigger. We know from our fancy telescopes
that just in the last two years more than twenty planets have
been identified outside our solar system that seem to be far
enough away from the sun and dense enough that they might be
able to support some form of life so it makes it increasingly
less likely we are alone.

JIMMY KIMMEL: Oh, you’re trying to give me a hint there are
aliens.

BILL CLINTON: No, I’m trying to tell you I don’t know but if
we were visited someday, I wouldn’t be surprised. I just hope
that it’s not like Independence Day. That it, you know.. a
conflict.  Maybe  that’s  the  only  way  to  unite  this
increasingly divided world of ours. If they’re out there we’d
better think of how all the differences among people on earth
would seem small if we felt threatened by a space invader
that the whole theory of Independence Day – everybody gets
together and makes nice and you know…

KIMMEL: You and Bill O’Reilly would be hiding in a bunker
together…”

(Source:  Bill  Clinton  Talks  About  The  Coming  FAKE  Alien
Invasion – April 1st 2014 | Time Reference: 28:54)

What an interesting milieu of characters we have floating

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QoLywiaM6PA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QvcDNrKOlOM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QvcDNrKOlOM


around there. We have the Vatican and the U.N. and Nobel
prize-winning  economist/Keynesian  wing-nut  Paul  Krugman  and
multiple presidents of the United States and all of these
people, all talking about the same thing: ‘Wouldn’t it be
great if we had this idea of an alien threat that would unite
us all behind ..fill in the blank…World Government or world
financial system or baptizing the aliens wouldn’t that be
wonderful!” and it’s interesting to look at this, I mean I
didn’t fall off the turnip truck yesterday, I understand and
can smell a public preparation for some sort of staged event
when I see one, and well if it looks and smells and quacks
like a false-flag operation – it probably is one. And again
being supported by some of the most prominent and powerful and
well-connected political and financial elites, clearly there
is something very very stinky here, and in order to really
understand  this  stink,  again  we  know  why  this  would
potentially  be  a  valuable  thing  for  the  power  elites  to
consolidate their power in a world government or what have
you, but the question is could they do it, and if so how could
they do it? These are important questions that we need to
address if we want to really broach the subject and, I guess
if we’re going to address it we have two different routes we
can  take.  We  can  go  down  the  unverifiable,  unsourceable,
unfalsifiable,  undocumented  route,  or  we  can  go  down  the
sourced, verified, falsifiable documented route, and me being
me I’m going to go down the sourced, falsifiable, documented
route. But if you want to go down that unsourced, unknowable,
unverifiable route you can go, for example, with something
called Project Blue Beam.

Now this is something that I’m sure most of the listeners out
there have heard of at some point, at least in a vague sense,
as  some  sort  of  plan  that  was  uncovered  there  must  be
documents backing this up ,and about staging an alien invasion
with  holograms  in  order  to  create  a  world  government,
something  along  those  lines.



Well, if you really want to open Pandora’s box of Project Blue
Beam it’s much more specific than that and well, somewhat more
outlandish and much less documented than you might expect.

This really all dates back and sources back to one particular
French Canadian journalist Serge Monast who was talking in the
mid 1990’s about this Project blue beam, this NASA project
that he had uncovered and was unveiling to the public, that
had a multiple-stage process for creating a: world religion;
world  government;  world  tyranny,  and  this  involved  the
induction of earthquakes in order to expose archaeological
finds – manipulated, planted archaeological finds – that would
change our view of human history and a staged extraterrestrial
invasion, and the appearance of a new Messiah to be the head
of  this  world  religion,  and  the  imposition  of  UN  World
Government etcetera , so this is a detailed plan that was
talked about, but again there is literally no documents behind
this, there is no NASA secret paper that was ever exposed
about this. It really all sources back to this Serge Monast
and a couple of interviews that are available online. There’s
a transcript of a speech. There’s a translation of what I
guess is some sort of summary of a book that apparently he
wrote on this subject. He did write a book, apparently in
French, on this subject but it’s never been reprinted and its
basically  unobtainable  so  there’s  a  couple  of  different
translations of something that may have sourced from this book
more or less, but that’s basically it. I mean there’s just a
few scraps, and from those scraps there’s been a lot of talk,
and a lot of people have run with this idea but I think not a
lot of people know where it actually sources from so I will
put some links in the shownotes so you can actually follow
them and read about them and come to your own conclusion: ‘Is
this  worth  following?’,  and  ‘Why  should  we  believe  this
particular piece of information?’. Call me a doubting Thomas.
I’ll believe it when I see…something, anything documentable
and verifiable in terms of this plan.

http://educate-yourself.org/cn/projectbluebeam25jul05.shtml
http://educate-yourself.org/cn/projectbluebeam25jul05.shtml
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ac2DjonmKH8


Now if we want to go down the other route and look at actual
verifiable  sourced  and  knowable  technologies  that  we  know
exist, let alone those technologies that we don’t know exist
that are being worked on in the skunkworks of DARPA, down in
the bowels of the Pentagon, and for more on DARPA I’ll direct
you to a previous Corbett Report radio episode where we talked
about DARPA and its various projects, but for some of the
technology that we do know about we can source that in a
number of different ways, from a number of different seemingly
disparate threads, but definitely technologies that we now
know exist. One place to start – we can get the clue from the
book by previous Corbett Report guest James Perlof: ‘Truth is
Lonely  Warrior’  where  he  talks  about  a  airforce  military
publication that is or was available on the Air Force website.
You can still access it through there on the Wayback Machine,
and again the link will be in the show notes, and this is
about an airborne holographic projector which this, again this
af.mil website notes is:

“…a three-dimensional visual image in the desired location,
removed from the display generator. The projector can be used
for  psychological  operations  and  strategic  perception
management.  It  is  also  useful  for  optical  deception  and
cloaking, providing a momentary distraction when engaging an
unsophisticated adversary.”

(Source: Airborne Holographic Projector | Time Reference:
35:33)

You  can  see  the  unsophisticated  visualization  that  is
accompanying this on the website itself, but yes very crudely,
it’s a plane projecting an image of another plane elsewhere in
the sky. Now that, of course is a very crude implementation of
this type of holographic technology that, at the very least,
would be required for making the world believe we were under
some sort of alien invasion threat or what-have-you, but that,
again, is twenty years old now and sources from an airforce

https://www.corbettreport.com/corbett-report-radio-265-darpa-exposed/
http://jamesperloff.com/truth-is-a-lonely-warrior/
http://jamesperloff.com/truth-is-a-lonely-warrior/
http://archive.org/web/
https://web.archive.org/web/19970429041743/http://www.au.af.mil/au/2025/volume4/chap03/b5_6.htm


military  website.  I’m  thinking  that  the  actual  technology
would be somewhat more advanced, but again we don’t have to
speculate about that we can take a look at the very real
developments in technology including such incredible things as
beaming  sound  directly  into  people’s  ears,  touchable
holograms, and being able to manipulate people’s perceptions
and incite fear and panic through brain wave technology.

PRESENTER: “The ultimate weapon in the infowar would be so
secret, so invisible, so undetectable you would never know
your  mind  was  under  attack.  At  Laurentian  University  in
Ontario, Canada a young student is about to undergo one of
the  strangest  experiences  of  her  life.  They’re  hooking
Denise’s brain up to an electroencephalograph or EEG machine.
For 30-40 minutes this will monitor her brain waves, while
these electric coils attached on either side of her head will
immerse her brain in an electromagnetic field. Her brain
actually completes the circuit between the two coils. The
field pulsing through her brain is less powerful than one
given off by a digital clock radio, but acutely controlled
and focused on specific parts of the brain, it will open
Denise’s mind to outside suggestion by this man. Dr. Michael
Persinger is a professor of psychology and neuroscience. He
is designing ways to put the power of mind-control to good
use. Dr. Persinger’s research focuses on brain trauma, and he
uses carefully controlled doses of electromagnetic radiation
to induce relaxation and alleviate pain.

DR. PERSINGER: So what Sandra did was to initiate a opiate
releasing  pattern  that’s  a  burst-firing  field  that  is
stimulated once every 4 seconds and that produces relaxation
and  a  very  pleasant  sensation.  Similarly  using  the
appropriate field we can induce fear and apprehension but
clearly that would be unethical in that setting.”

PRESENTER:  Dr.  Persinger’s  tests  suggest  that  carefully
programmed  electromagnetic  frequencies  can  tap  into
individual  brains  and  influence  people’s  emotions.



DR. PERSINGER: The cognitive processes of the human brain are
really quite simple and if you understand how they work you
can make entire populations think and decide in the manner of
which you wish.”

PRESENTER: Many experts are skeptical of such an Orwellian
scenario but Persinger thinks the implications are chillngly
real.

DR. PERSINGER: Suppose you generate a field that produces
fear, fundamental fear, in large numbers of people and then
over the television or in traditional ways you say “The
reason we’re having this fear is because of this particular
group.” so now you start to move the population, believing in
a direction that you wish.”

PRESENTER: To influence 250 million people, the equivalent of
the entire population of the United States, may not be that
difficult. According to Dr. Persinger we already have the
technology, satellites and television and radio transmitters.
Mind control may already be happening. We know the mysterious
psyops plane can beam persuasive sounds and pictures into
people’s television sets. Will it someday beam disturbing
frequencies directly into the mind.”

(Source: UltraScience ’97 Electronic Mind Control | Time
Reference: 36:54)

DR. JOSEPH POMPEI: “First your voice is transformed into
high-frequency ultrasound, a sound so high that no-one can
hear it. Sound is highly directional, so like a torch it can
be pointed at someone standing a long way away. Although they
can not hear the ultrasound it causes secondary vibrations in
the air around them and it’s that sound the person hears. So,
if you imagine you’re in a room and I shine a flashlight at
you it’s very bright for you but it’s very dark for everybody
else. In much the same way the audio spotlight creates a very
narrow beam of sound that can shine at a listener. They hear

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L17rKUK5cXU


it very clearly and it doesn’t create noise that might bother
other people in the same space.”

(Source: Voice to Skull Time | Time Reference: 40:12)

PRESENTER: “Researchers at Tokyo University have come up with
the technology that is a first and significant step away from
the mouse and keyboard, touchable holograms.

HIROYUKI SHINODA (translated): Up until now holography has
been for the eyes only. If you tried it touch it, your hand
would go right through, but now we have the technology that
also adds the sensation of touch to holograms.”

(Source: Japanese Scientists Create Touchable Holograms |
Time Reference: 40:51)

Now look I’m not necessarily saying that there’s going to be a
staged  alien  invasion  tomorrow  and  that  we  should  all  be
concentrating on this, nor am I saying that there is no such
thing as alien life in the universe. I would be shocked,
flabbergasted  if  there  was  not,  and  whether  or  not  it’s
visiting Earth well, what do I know? How do I know? I mean I
haven’t seen it myself but does that mean it doesn’t exist?
Well of course not. Again I’ll let you guys, you’re grown up
boys and girls out there I’m sure, I’m sure you can decide for
yourself on things like that but we should know that there is
a coordinated plan or an agenda in place, to capitalize on
such things as fake alien invasions that is being funded and
promoted by the financial power elite, at the top of the
pyramid,  and  is  being  promoted  and  pushed  out  into  the
cultural sphere by the politicians and economists and the
Vatican and the UN, and then underneath them the culture-
creators in the entertainment industry, to prepare the public
for such a possibility and we should be on guard against such
manipulations.

And again these technologies that are now coming together,

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mWVhOjdaGXA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3seTlvQtIgc


again the ones that we know about, let alone the ones that her
secretly in development that we don’t have access to, are
clearly along the path towards making such an event possible
,and again you can look at something like the Norway spiral
and believe the official response that this was a Russian ICBM
test that went awry and if you believe that I have a bridge on
the  moon  to  sell  you,  but  again  all  of  these  are  just
different pieces of the puzzle and I think they add up towards
something very interesting and something that is potentially
coming sometime in the future, but even if this particular
instantiation  this  fake  alien  invasion  or  what-have-you
doesn’t  come  together,  still  the  concept  of  psychological
manipulation through manipulated events in manipulated reality
is  an  important  one,  and  obviously  one  that  we  have  to
continue to keep in mind and now that the technology for
making these events possible is more and more a documentable
reality I think, again we should have our mental guards up for
such eventualities.

So that’s, I think, where we’re going to leave things today.

Once again this is an open-source investigation and I invite
and encourage and applaud the input of all of you out there so
if  you  are  a  Corbett  Report  member  please  do  leave  your
comments  on  the  website  with  any  relevant  links  or
information. Any comments, questions, complaints, criticisms,
concerns  or  otherwise  all  invited  as  usual  there  at
corbettreport.com.

Once again I’m your host James Corbett of corbettreport.com
thanking you for joining me for this edition of the Corbett
Report podcast and inviting you to join me again next week.
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